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Characterizing territoriality and the mechanisms that mediate it in female *Anolis gundlachi* lizards

ABSTRACT

Territoriality is a suite of behaviors through which animals secure access to particular areas or resources. It is prevalent across animal groups and has the potential to exert substantial influence on fitness by mediating how individuals are distributed across the landscape, which individuals interact socially, and those that have access to resources. Territoriality has been the subject of extensive research on animal behavior over the last century and has influence our understanding of other aspects of species ecology, such as mating systems. However, a substantial portion of research on territoriality has focused primarily on males, despite the fact that females of many species are also observed to exhibit territoriality. This is particularly true of studies investigating the mechanisms that modulate territoriality, such as circulating hormones and morphological characteristics including body condition. As such, two important questions remain open for many territorial taxa—within territorial species, do both sexes use similar repertoires of territorial behavior, and if so, are these behaviors mediated by the same mechanisms in both females?

The aim of this dissertation has been to pursue these two questions in the lizard *Anolis gundlachi*. *Anolis* have figured prominently in territorial research over the last century but are plagued with the same pitfall of lack of studies of females, which is a common problem across many groups, as is observed in other species. Integrating field studies and laboratory techniques, I characterized the behavior and space use of free-living female *A. gundlachi* in Puerto Rico to assess whether females exhibit similar behavioral patterns as males. As part of this research, I assessed the potential for
individual variation in body condition to mediate differences in territory size. I also characterized the testosterone and corticosterone profiles of free-living male and female *A. gundlachi*, and staged territorial intrusions among females to evaluate the potential for these hormones to mediate differences in territorial behavior across the sexes and among females. Finally, I evaluated the potential for a tradeoff between testosterone, corticosterone, and parasite load by measuring parasite loads of *Plasmodium* sp. in the same free-living population.

Together, the results presented in this dissertation demonstrate that female *A. gundlachi* exhibit territorial behaviors that highly resemble those observed in male *A. gundlachi* and other species of *Anolis*. However, two mechanisms commonly implicated in the control of territoriality in males—metrics of body size and circulating hormones concentrations—did not explain similar patterns in females. In addition, we found no evidence of a tradeoff between hormone concentration and parasite load. Taken together, these results demonstrate that different mechanisms may influence similar behaviors exhibited by males and females of the same species. In combination with a growing body of work investigating the evolution of territorial and other aggressive behaviors in females, our findings demonstrate the need for more direct studies of females to more clearly understand why these behaviors have arisen in both sexes and to identify the mechanisms that mediate them in females.
CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Historically, many areas of animal behavior research have been heavily biased toward the study of males (Clutton-Brock 2009, Rosvall 2013, Stockley and Campbell 2013). More specifically, outside the context of courtship, reproduction, and parental care, a substantial portion of empirical studies has been focused on males. One potential reason to explain this bias is that, in many species, males are much more conspicuous on the landscape than females are. Males are typically the ones sporting flashy ornaments and weapons (Emlen 2008, Berglund 2013) and also readily engage in particularly visible behaviors such as courtship and agonistic interactions (Nelson 2005). Observations that males exhibit these behaviors more frequently led to the overarching hypothesis that males are the primary agents of sexual selection, either because of male-male competition over resources or because of female preference for particular males based on traits that, in turn, improve the fitness of their male offspring (Batemen 1948, Emlen and Oring 1977, Andersson and Iwasa 1996). As such, a large body of work has focused on how behavior influences male reproductive success, and thus our understanding of animal behavior and its impact on species’ ecology and evolution has been based largely on studies that have mainly focused on males.

More recently, a growing body of contemporary literature is addressing this bias. There are many accounts of females of a variety of species engaging in behaviors such as territoriality and aggression, which are behaviors that have long been associated with mediating intraspecific variation in male reproductive success (Clutton Brock 2007 & 2009). Until recently, however, these accounts have remained largely sequestered as
anecdotes to patterns being studied in males. Furthermore, these behaviors have often been considered merely the byproducts of the evolution of the behavior in males. Evidence from a variety of taxa suggests that female reproductive success can be much more variable than previously presumed, drawing attention to the possibility that variation in female behavior, morphology, and physiology may influence female reproductive success just as it does in males (reviewed in Drea 2005). For example, research in birds has demonstrated that females of socially monogamous, territorial birds produce offspring sired by multiple males. This finding challenges the long-standing hypothesis that males maintain exclusive access to their mates by being territorial and has inspired an exciting new line of inquiry evaluating why extra-pair paternity is so prevalent and considering how female traits also influence the life history of these species (reviewed in Griffith et al. 2002, Westneat and Stewart 2003). The time is ripe to expand research programs in other species to include direct study of females, which may yield similar shifts to our understanding of other aspects of animal behavior.

The aim of this dissertation was to shed some light on the behavior of female Anolis lizards and, particularly, their territorial behavior and the mechanisms that mediate it. Specifically, we aimed to identify and characterize the aggressive and territorial behavior of female Anolis gundlachi lizards. Furthermore, we explored the potential for mechanisms known to mediate these behaviors in males to explain similar behavior patterns in females. Anolis have served as an important model system for understanding the evolution of behavior, and have figured prominently in animal behavior research over the last century (reviewed in Losos 2009). They have been the subject of a large body of empirical and theoretical work investigating widespread behaviors such as territoriality,
and rank among the best-studied territorial systems outside birds and fish. However, many aspects of female behavior remain understudied.

Within *Anolis*, the function of territoriality has been functionally defined as the mechanism through which males increase reproductive success. In most *Anolis* species, males establish and defend territories throughout the summer breeding season that encompass one or more females. Males use highly stereotyped suites of aggressive behaviors to defend their territories and differ in their abilities to secure territories and maintain them over time (Jenssen 1977, Carpenter 1978). Furthermore, male territories can differ substantially in size and shape, and these differences have been associated with differences in reproductive success (Trivers 1976, Tokarz 1985 & 1987). In particular, it has been shown that large territories encompass more females and that large males tend to defend larger territories than small males. Several different traits have been shown to influence variation in male territoriality, including intraspecific variation in body size, circulating androgen concentrations, and propensity to engage in aggressive interactions (Schoener and Schoener 1982, Jenssen and Nunez 1998, Jenssen *et al.* 2005). The long-standing assumption in *Anolis* has been that males of superior competitive ability secure territories that contain many females, and increase their reproductive success by actively defending these territories—and thus the females contained within them—against conspecifics.

Research on *Anolis* territoriality has faced the pitfall of heavily biased study of males, as is true of many other territorial taxa. Relatively few studies have focused on the spatial and social dynamics among females beyond their interactions with males and residence within male territories (Andrews 1971, Stamps 1973, Jenssen and Nunez 1998).
Interestingly, just as has been observed in birds, evidence from several different *Anolis* species demonstrates that females produce offspring sired by multiple offspring, and the time has come to reconsider the notion that male territoriality dictates reproductive success in both males and females (Calsbeek *et al.* 2007, Kamath and Losos 2017, Bush and Simberloff 2018, Stamps 2018).

We focused on the behavior of female *A. gundlachi*, a species in which male territoriality is relatively well studied but for which there is limited data about female behavior, territorial or otherwise (Rand 1964, Rodríguez-Robles *et al.* 2005). We characterized the space use and social behavior of females in order to demonstrate whether males and females exhibit similar patterns of territoriality and intrasexual aggression and assessed the potential for traits known to modulate male behavior to modulate similar behaviors in females. We mapped the home ranges and territories of adult males and females to assess potential intersexual differences in space use observed the behavior of females to demonstrate that females exhibit a repertoire of aggressive and other behaviors comparable to those observed in males. Second, we experimentally induced territorial interactions in females to evaluate whether females 1) occupy exclusive space and, if they do, 2) behave aggressively toward conspecific intruders in a similar fashion as males. Third, we evaluated the potential for two traits known to modulate territoriality and aggression male *Anolis*—body size and circulating concentrations of testosterone and corticosterone—to modulate similar behavior in females. Finally, we investigated the potential for circulating hormone concentrations to mediate infection by a malarial parasite in male and female *A. gundlachi*, which is, to our
knowledge, the first evaluation of a potential trade-off between hormones and parasite load in *Anolis*.

Together, our findings demonstrate that female *A. gundlachi* exhibit territorial dynamics of their own and corroborate previous studies documenting territorial behavior in other *Anolis* species. We observe that they occupy areas of exclusive space that do not overlap with other females and that they will behave aggressively toward conspecifics in those areas, theoretically to reinforce territory boundaries. Thus, what we observe on the landscape in this species is not determined solely by the behavior of males, as has been historically presumed. Rather, female *A. gundlachi* are actively partitioning space and determining their own distribution through the use of the same social behaviors as males. If males intentionally establish territories around females rather than other resources, female territoriality may actually be directly driving male territoriality. If this is the case, the description of female anoles as relatively passive players in the social-spatial dynamics of *Anolis* lizards is likely incomplete. This provides impetus for further study of territoriality and aggression in female *Anolis*, and other species. Furthermore, we observe that body condition and circulating testosterone concentrations appear to exert different influences on female space use and behavior than has been documented in males of other *Anolis* species. Thus, important work remains to be completed in evaluating the potential for shared mechanisms to mediate behavior across the sexes, or in identifying how different suites of traits mediate behavior in males and females.

We have long appreciated that territoriality can exert substantial influence on species’ life histories (e.g., Noble 1939, Burt 1943, Carpenter 1958), and this is highly apparent in anoles. Male territorial behavior has served as the basis from which we
understand *Anolis* mating systems, and territoriality has been repeatedly hypothesized to be the mechanism through which males increase their fitness (Trivers 1976, Jenssen *et al.* 2001, Kamath and Losos 2017). Male-male competition associated with territoriality has shaped our understanding of *Anolis* social behavior, as well as the evolution of that behavior. In combination with recent work with other *Anolis* species, our findings demonstrate that our understanding of the behavioral ecology of *Anolis* has been limited by a historical bias toward the study of males. Supplementing existing work with more data on females will not only expand our knowledge of the ecology of these model species in animal behavior research, but also has the potential to shift long-standing hypotheses to explain animal behavior that have largely excluded females (Stockley and Bro-Jørgensen 2011, Clutton-Brock and Huchard 2013, Rosvall 2013).
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CHAPTER 2

Territoriality: A survey of the progression from observation to experimentation to understand the evolution, function, and regulation of territorial behavior

Abstract

Territoriality has figured prominently in research since the first accounts of animal behavior by humans, if not in name at least in nature. It is prevalent across animal taxa, with examples in amphibians, birds, fish, insects, mammals, and reptiles. Researchers working with these taxa have sought to characterize territorial behavior, such that mechanisms that mediate the evolution of and variation within the diversity of territorial systems might be elucidated. To date, life history traits such as mating system and foraging mode have been used to predict the evolution of different territorial systems, and a variety of behavioral, morphological, and physiological traits have been implicated in regulating intraspecific-variation in territorial behavior. Here, we discuss the history of research on territoriality, and continue this discussion with an argument for why lizards represent an important taxonomic group in which to investigate outstanding questions in territoriality. Finally, we highlight avenues for future research on territoriality in lizards and other taxonomic groups.

Introduction

Human beings have been documenting patterns of animal behavior since we began keeping records. For example, 20,000-year-old cave paintings include depictions of humans in pursuit of game animals, suggesting that they may have been following the seasonal movements of herds on the landscape (Valladas et al. 2001). Knowledge of animal movements may have improved the efficacy of hunting and thus provided
practical benefits to humans, and we have been recording animal behavior ever since. However, it would be several thousand years before records indicate any more detailed study of behavior beyond the scope of pure observations. Around the time that Charles Darwin published his foundational works proposing a mechanism through which individual variation arises in animal behavior and other traits (1859), more empirical studies of animal behavior began emerging rapidly. From then on, research on animal behavior accumulated and diversified, as increasing numbers of studies on a variety of animal groups documented patterns and attempted to experimentally elucidate the mechanisms that mediate these patterns.

The 20th century saw another major revolution in animal behavior research with the work of Ernst Mayr, Nikko Tinbergen, and the frameworks they developed to investigate behavior at different scales. Mayr (1961) differentiated between proximate and ultimate questions, classifying inquiries into the two categories on the grounds that some evaluated mechanisms currently at work (i.e., proximate) and others evaluated those that shaped traits over evolutionary time (i.e., ultimate). Tinbergen (1963) expanded upon Mayr’s (1961) framework, classifying questions of animal behavior into four categories. Proximate questions considered behaviors at present, and targeted the mechanisms that regulate behavior (‘causation’) or how behavior changes across an animal’s lifetime (‘ontogeny’). Ultimate questions focused at the evolutionary scale, and evaluated the effects of behavior on reproductive success (‘survival value’) or described how and why behavior evolved over time (‘evolution’). Using these frameworks, researchers compiled comprehensive descriptions of behavior that in turn informed our understanding of species’ life histories. One prominent example of this is apparent in the
literature evaluating the evolution of promiscuity and the varied mating systems of birds (reviewed in Orians 1969, Trivers 1972, Gladstone 1979). At the ultimate level, for example, researchers found that promiscuity likely improved male reproductive success and thus identified an impetus for the evolution of promiscuity among birds. At the proximate level, factors such as population density and resource availability were associated with variation in the size and quality of breeding territories, demonstrating that current extrinsic conditions impact mating systems in real time. As demonstrated by this example, researchers using these research frameworks came to describe behavior at different scales, and gradually compiled complex pictures of behaviors and the mechanisms that influence them at present and throughout evolutionary history.

Ultimately, these comprehensive research approaches led to the development of overarching hypotheses to explain important concepts in animal behavior such as foraging theory, communication, mating systems, and spatial behavior (reviewed in Emlen and Orgin 1977, Pyke 1984, Bradbury and Vehrencamp 2011). These hypotheses have served as the basis for much of the animal behavior research over the last several decades and have been used to develop models to explain a variety of behaviors at the scale of Tinbergen’s four questions. In some cases, however, the assumptions of these models have become canon and are taken as fact without direct tests to assess whether they apply in every circumstance. In birds, for example, modern genetic tools are revealing that extra-pair copulations are prevalent, and it is common for females to produce clutches sired by multiple males even within species presumed to be both socially and sexually monogamous based on behavioral observations (Petrie et al. 1998, Griffith et al. 2002). This calls into question the long-standing hypothesis that males
benefit from promiscuity but females do not, an assumption that has served as the primary basis for our understanding of mate choice and the associated evolution of life history traits like mating systems (Clutton-Brock 2007, Stockley and Bro-Jorgensen 2011, Stockley and Campbell 2013). Thus, the models we derive from a particular suite of observations can break down as new tools and lines of inquiry reveal observations that the models cannot account for, which warrants revisiting these models to incorporate contemporary information.

Another behavior for which older models are failing to explain recently identified patterns is territoriality. Territoriality, or the behavioral defense of a particular area or resource, has figured prominently in animal behavior research over the last several decades (reviewed in Brown 1964, Stamps 1994, Adams 2001). Early studies documented territoriality across a diversity of taxonomic groups (e.g., Nice 1941, Burt 1943, Test 1948). In these studies, researchers found that individuals could be observed in the same location over time, and that they exhibited aggressive behavior towards conspecifics that entered that space. Birds were an important focus of much of this early work (reviewed in Nice 1941), but territoriality has ultimately been described in every animal group, including examples in amphibians, fish, insects, mammals, reptiles, and others (e.g., Evans 1938, Noble and Curtis 1939, Burt 1943, Test 1948, Kormondy 1961). Studies that followed began to move beyond observation and evaluated the function and advantages of territorial behavior. Territories seemed to confer access to resources such as food and shelter, and thus it was hypothesized that defense of territories might exert substantial influence on fitness (reviewed in Verner 1977, Kaufmann 1983).
At this time, experiments also began to evaluate the influence territorial behavior on factors associated with reproductive success, such as the number of mates that individuals have access to by being territorial. The results of this work sparked inquiries about the associated between territoriality and species’ mating systems, one of the first life history traits hypothesized to be inexorably tied to territorial behavior. For example, work synthesizing foundational studies of territoriality of birds and mammals for the first half of the 20th century hypothesized that territorial polygyny or polyandry (e.g., mating systems in which individuals of one sex defend territories and mate with multiple individuals of the other sex) are associated with species exhibiting a specific suite of traits and occurring in habitats with particular attributes. For example, territoriality is commonly observed in species that occur in habitats with economically defendable resources that enable individuals to behaviorally carve habitats into areas in which they secure access to resources (reviewed in Brown 1964). Furthermore, territorial species also exhibit variable aggressive behavior, such that they aggressive toward conspecifics but also exhibit seasonal shifts in behavior that coincide with the times of year where territoriality is advantageous (e.g., the breeding season (Orians 1969, Emlen and Oring 1977). As such, researchers came to view territoriality as a life history trait with substantial influence on other aspects of species’ life history, which in turn inspired a series of studies evaluating how territoriality directly mediates reproductive success. For example, it is common to observe that individuals defend territories that differ substantially in size, shape, and location, all of which may influence the amount or quality of resources the territory provides access to (e.g., Odum and Kuenzler 1955, Alcock 1979, Ewald et al. 1980). Two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses emerged from
this observation to explain how such variation in territoriality might contribute to individual differences in reproductive success. First, for a hypothetical species in which males are territorial and females are not, females may choose to reside in male territories that are particularly rich in resources, and thus the male’s reproductive success increases because of her preference for his territory. Second, for the same hypothetical species, certain individuals may be able to carve out large territories that encompass many potential mates relative to conspecifics, thereby increasing their reproductive success by sequestering access to these mates. Observations such as the finding that larger territories provide access to more potential mates lend support to the latter hypothesis (Balmford et al. 1992, Rothmair 1994), and inspired yet another new wave of territorial research searching for mechanisms to explain the observed variation in territoriality.

At the proximate scale, a variety of different behavioral, morphological, and physiological traits have been implicated in the regulation of territoriality and to explain how and why it varies among individuals. The list of traits continues to grow—winner effects, residency status, body size, weapon size, and circulating androgen concentrations, among others, have all been repeatedly correlated with individual variation in aspects territorial behavior, and thus reproductive success (reviewed in Maher and Lott 2000, Kelly 2007, Arnott and Elwood 2009). At the ultimate scale, phylogenetic studies have evaluated interspecific differences in territoriality, and led to hypotheses to explain patterns of territoriality across taxonomic groups. For example, territory size is correlated with body size at the species level (reviewed in Adams 2001). For instance, work with territorial carnivores demonstrates that larger species tend to have larger territories on average relative to smaller species (e.g., Lindstedt et al. 1986,
Jetz et al. 2004). Furthermore, carnivores tend to have larger territories than similarly sized herbivores, suggesting that diet and foraging habits also mediate the evolution of different territorial systems across taxa (e.g., Harestad and Bunnel 1979, McLoughlin and Ferguson 2000). Together, these studies began to bring the subject of territoriality full circle by elucidating both proximate and ultimate mechanisms that influence territorial behavior.

By following the four-question approach proposed by Tinbergen (1963), the field of territoriality research has continued to advance. Early descriptions of territoriality for species in different taxonomic groups have served as the basis from which we have described many other aspects of species’ ecology, particularly for those that exhibit territorial polygyny or polyandry (e.g., Verner and Engelsen 1970, Manzur and Fuentes 1979). From this foundation, we have developed overarching models to explain how territorial behavior influences the distribution of populations across landscapes, determines why certain individuals interact and have access to resources, and serves as a mechanism through which reproductive success varies among conspecifics (e.g., Fretwell 1969, Holm 1973, Verner 1977, MacLean and Seastedt 1979). However, for many taxonomic groups that have served as model organisms for the study of territoriality, the early work that characterized territorial behavior focused disproportionately on the behavior of a single sex—males. Although several of these studies noted that females also exhibit territorial behavior, many descriptions of female territoriality, and female behavior in general, were primarily anecdotal and rarely extended beyond females’ residence within male territories and interactions with territorial males (e.g., Pitelka 1942, Burt 1943, Jenssen et al. 1995).
Even as empirical work investigating the causes and consequences of male territoriality continued to accumulate, few studies evaluated whether these same causes and consequences were at work in territorial females despite observations of territoriality and other aggressive behaviors in females of many species (Clutton-Brock 2007 & 2009, Clutton-Brock and Hechard 2013). As a result, hypotheses regarding the evolution, fitness benefits, and mechanistic control of territoriality remain largely untested in females of many territorial species. While it is possible that the same hypotheses may apply to female behavior, there are also important reasons to consider that many will fail to do so and warrant direct tests in females. For example, many of the traits that hypothesized to modulate male territoriality are either absent in females (e.g., weapons and ornaments), or differ substantially between the sexes (e.g., circulating androgens or extent of morphological asymmetry among conspecifics, reviewed in Arnott and Elwood 2009). Observations that female reproductive success varies much more than historically presumed suggests that competitive interactions such as territorial disputes among females may have important implications for female fitness and provides an impetus for identifying traits to explain variation in reproductive success among females (reviewed in Stockley and Bro-Jorgensen 2011, Clutton-Brock et al. 2013, Rosvall 2013).

Thus, the time is ripe to assess female-female competition and to evaluate the potential influence of territoriality on female fitness. A growing body of work is challenging the long-standing assumption that variation in reproductive success is limited in females outside the context of polyandry and is highlighting that female-female aggression plays a significant role in species’ ecology (as reviewed in Stokley and Bro-Jorgensen 2011, Clutton-Brock et al. 2013, Rosvall 2013). Moving forward, both
observational and manipulative studies are needed to characterize female behavior and evaluate the mechanisms that mediate it, and field studies are particularly necessary to describe these patterns under natural conditions. One group of organisms that offers plentiful opportunities in which to do so is lizards (Kamath and Losos 2017, Bush and Simberloff 2018, Stamps 2018).

A Case for Lizard Territoriality as a Model System

Lizards have been the frequent subjects of territorial research, particularly over the last century. Several species have served as model organisms for the study of territorial systems and behavior, including some particularly well-studied examples in the genera *Sceloporus* (e.g., *S. jarrovi, S. undulatus*) and *Anolis* (e.g., *A. carolinensis, A. sagrei*). This large body of research has contributed significantly to the development of theoretical models to explain different aspects of territoriality, such as the association between body size and territory size (Schoner and Schoener 1982), the influence of environment on evolution of various territorial systems (Stamps 1994, Martins 1994), and the endocrine regulation of aggressive and territorial behavior (Hirschenhauser and Oliveira 2006). In the following sections, I will present a historical perspective of the major themes and findings of studies evaluating territoriality in lizards and describe how the field has progressed through time. I will conclude with a perspective on the future directions of these studies, particularly as it relates to our relatively poor understanding of the mechanisms mediating territoriality in female lizards.

As is true of territorial research in general, our understanding of lizard territoriality first came from descriptive studies. Researchers working with a variety of species observed individuals exhibiting site-fidelity, occupying exclusive space, and
using highly stereotyped signaling displays and fighting behaviors towards conspecifics who entered those areas (e.g., Evans 1938, Stebbins 1944, Goin and Goin 1951, Carpenter 1978). This evidence was used to support the hypothesis that lizards defended territories using behaviors similar to those observed in birds and mammals (e.g., Burt 1943, Brown 1964). As the number of studies of territoriality increased, one of the first observations that attracted a significant amount of research was variation in territory size, both across and within species. As research continued, several general patterns began to emerge. First, the different territorial systems used by lizards seem to be associated with foraging mode (e.g., Pianka 1966, Moermond 1979). Active foragers like the Racerunners (genus *Cnemidophorus*) that move almost constantly in search of prey generally lack territorial behavior, although they may frequent a particular area (e.g., undefended home range) and exhibit aggression towards conspecifics that they come into contact with (Carpenter 1960, Eifler 1996). Herbivorous species that occur at high density also seem to exhibit less territorial behavior, such as Marine and Green Iguanas which may seasonally defend breeding territories but would quickly deplete their food supply if they defended permanent feeding territories (*Amblyrhynchus cristatus* and *Iguana iguana*, Trillmich and Trillmich 1984, Alberts and Werner 1993). In contrast, territoriality is common among sit-and-wait foragers, which would benefit from territoriality by demarcating an exclusive and semi-permanent area in which they await the occurrence of prey. Second, habitat also seems to have impacted the evolution of lizard territoriality, as species that use different microhabitats can exhibit substantial differences in territorial behavior. For example, closely related species of *Anolis* lizards on the Greater Antilles exhibit differences in territory size and behavior that are
consistent across ecomorphs on different islands rather than genetic relatedness (Johnson and Wade 2010, Johnson et al. 2010). This indicates that the particular attributes of the microhabitats these ecomorphs use likely had direct consequences to the evolution of ecomorph-specific territorial behavior. Finally, differences in territoriality are also frequently observed among nocturnal and diurnal lizard species. In diurnal species like those the *Anolis* and *Sceloporus* genera, it is typical to observe a single male monopolizing access to multiple females and that males occur relatively far apart from one another as a result. In contrast, individuals of nocturnal species such as the Western Banded gecko (*Coleonyx verigatus*) exhibit territorial behavior but also occur much more gregariously than *Anolis* lizards, perhaps due to limitations to signaling distance in the dark (e.g., Greenberg 1943). Thus, several different life history and habitat characteristics likely interact to influence the evolution and maintenance of the different territorial systems observed in lizards.

In addition to these broader phylogenetic and species-level studies, a large body of work has also considered intraspecific variation in territoriality. For example, in many species, it is common to observe substantial variation in territory size among conspecifics—a few individuals defend large territories, while others occupy small ones (e.g., Ruby and Dunham 1987, Schoener and Schoener 1982). In some cases, certain individuals even seem to forgo territoriality entirely. So-called “floaters” of lizard species in several different genera do not defend territories (Winker 1998) but travel through others’ territories in search of food and potential mates (e.g., *Anolis aneus*: Stamps and Eason 1989; *Eluamprus heatolei*: Stapley and Keogh 2004; *Platysaurus broadleyi*: Whiting et al. 2006). In some species the floater phenotype has reached an extreme with
some males exhibiting morphological and behavioral traits that closely mimic females, enabling these males to sneak copulations in the territories of other males by being disguised as females (Whiting et al. 2009). Thus, many studies have considered the mechanisms through which these different territorial phenotypes arise, as well as the traits that explain variation among individuals of the same territorial phenotype.

Several factors associated with territoriality in other animals were also hypothesized to influence lizard territoriality. For example, food abundance, population density, and defensibility of resources were all hypothesized to be determinants of variation in territory size (Brown 1964, Adams 2001). Food abundance was negatively correlated with territory size in several species. For example, male and female Sceloporus jarrovi expanded their territories when food was experimentally increased (e.g., Simon 1975), and male and female Diposaurus dorsalis increased their territory sizes following a storm that substantially decreased food availability (Krekorian 1976). Thus, individuals seem to alter their territories as a direct consequence of shifts in resource availability, suggesting that variation in territory size is likely linked to energetics (e.g., Schoener 1983). Population density has also been negatively associated with territory size. For example, individuals of Sceloporus merriami from populations with high density defended significantly smaller territories than individuals from less dense populations (Ruby and Dunham 1987), and territory size was negatively associated with population density in four species of Anolis lizards (Schoener and Schoener 1982). Thus, as population density increases, individuals are inevitably forced to carve out smaller habitats.
Taken together, these findings suggest that both food and population density may significantly influence territory size. However, continued study of lizard territoriality also identified cases in which these and other extrinsic factors did not predict territory size. For example, territory size still varies substantially among males of the same *Anolis* species in the Caribbean, even though they occur in habitats with relatively homogenous resource distributions (Schoener and Schoener 1982, Johnson 2007). Thus, researchers began investigating the potential influence of intrinsic factors on territoriality, focusing on a variety of behavioral, morphological, and physiological traits.

Body size has been repeatedly associated with territory size in lizards (e.g., Simon 1975, Jenssen and Nunez 1998, Perry and Garland 2002), such that territory size is often positively correlated with body size. This pattern is also observed in other taxa, and several non-exclusive hypotheses may explain why such an association exists. Two hypotheses that have been widely tested are 1) that territory size and body size are correlated due to energetic demands of territory holders, and 2) that large individuals have large territories due to increased competitive advantage conferred by body size. With regard to the energetics hypothesis, large individuals may require large territories to satisfy their energetic needs (Serrano-Meneses *et al.* 2006, Grant and Diaconescu 2016). Thus, the positive correlation observed between body size and variation in territory size at both intra- and interspecific levels may be due to energetic requirements. Empirical investigations that include manipulations of food abundance or distribution in combination with differences in body size may reveal an influence of the interaction between body size and resource needs on territory size (reviewed in Jetz *et al.* 2004). Alternatively, the association between large body size and large territory size may be due
to asymmetries in competitive ability conferred by body size. Large body size has been associated with success in agonistic interactions in a variety of taxa (reviewed in Arnott and Elwood 2009). If large body size confers competitive advantage in territorial disputes, larger individuals may have better success in establishing and maintaining territories over time relative to smaller conspecifics. Increased contest success has been observed in larger individuals of several lizard species (e.g., Zucker and Murray 1996, Jenssen et al. 2005, Sacchi et al. 2009) and lends support to this hypothesis.

Traits other than body size may also influence competitive availability (reviewed in Maher and Lott 2000). Asymmetries in characteristics such as colorful ornaments or weaponry have also been associated with variation in competitive ability. For example, components of ultraviolet signals were associated with intraspecific differences in fighting ability among male Augrabies flat lizards (Platysaurus broadleyi), and dewlap (i.e., throat fan) size was associated with bite force of males in two Anolis species (A. grahami and A. lineatopus), a trait that may mediate fighting ability in territorial contests (Vanhooydonck et al. 2005, Whiting et al. 2006). Such traits may convey information about an individual that is associated with its competitive ability if only particularly healthy or strong individuals sport these bright colors or large dewlaps, for example. Thus, these traits may play an indirect role in territorial contests and thus be associated with variation in territory size or other territorial behavior (Arnott and Elwood 2009).

The role of hormones in mediating territorial behavior in lizards has also been frequently investigated. Numerous studies have evaluated the potential for circulating concentrations of androgens such as testosterone to mediate aggressive behavior and demonstrated the potential for these hormones to explain territorial behavior and its
variation across populations. Testosterone has been associated with dominance and other aggressive behaviors such as territoriality in multiple lizard genera, including several examples in *Anolis* (*A. sagrei*, Tokarz 1995; *A. carolinensis*, Greenberg and Crews 1990) and *Sceloporus* (*S. jarrovi*, Moore and Marler 1987, *S. undulatus*, Hews *et al.* 2012). Other hormones have also been implicated in the regulation of these behaviors. For example, male side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*) with experimentally elevated corticosterone defended smaller territories than males with saline implants (DeNardo and Sinervo 1994a), and experimentally blocking the production of corticosterone temporarily increased aggressive responses of male green anoles (*A. carolinensis*, Yang and Wilczynski 2003). However, there also cases in which these patterns are not as clear. For instance, there are several examples of well-studied taxa in which testosterone did not explain aggressive behaviors (e.g., *Sceloporus jarrovi*, Moore 1987, *Anolis cybotes*, Husak and Lovern 2014) and cases in which testosterone impacted behavior in some conditions but not others (e.g., *S. jarrovi*, Moore and Marler 1987). Furthermore, there is also evidence that multiple hormones and the interactions between them can impact aggressive behavior in lizards to influence territoriality (e.g., *Uta stansburiana*, DeNardo and Sinervo 1994b; *Amblyrhynchus cristatus*, Rubenstein and Wikelski 2005). Taken together, these results suggest that hormones like testosterone and corticosterone have the potential to influence territorial behavior in both males and females, but further study is need to elucidate the generality of their effects within and across species.

Thus far, the vast majority of the work presented here has focused on male behavior. As is true in several other groups, lizard territoriality remains best understood from the perspective of males. In general, the territorial behavior of females remains
remarkably understudied in many species, even within those groups that have served as model organisms in decades of research on lizard territoriality. Interestingly, this gap is especially apparent within the more recent empirical work investigating the mechanisms that mediate territorial behavior. Early descriptive studies of lizard territoriality did often include observations of female behavior and in some cases, revealed evidence for territoriality. Literature investigating the behavior of *Anolis* lizards is demonstrative of this pattern, as anecdotal observations of female behavior pepper several studies initially describing the behavioral ecology of *Anolis* lizards, for example (e.g., Evans 1936, Andrews 1971, Yedlin and Ferguson 1973), and although limited, direct studies of female spatial patterns provided evidence for territoriality in at least some species (e.g., Stamps 1973). However, manipulative studies aimed at elucidating the control of female territoriality remain limited, particularly those conducted under natural conditions. Researchers have successfully elicited male-like aggression in female *Anolis* by using testosterone implants but have not yet established the natural levels of aggression or testosterone that female *Anolis* exhibit (Mason and Adkins 1976, Greenberg and Crews 1990).

Thus far, female territoriality has arguably been the most thoroughly studied in the genus *Sceloporus* relative to other lizard species. For example, a series of studies with *Sceloporus jarrovi* beginning in the 1970s provided evidence for aggression and territorial behavior in both males and females of this species, and began evaluating potential mechanisms to explain territorial behavior in both sexes (e.g., Simon 1975, Ruby 1978, Moore 1986). Unlike *Anolis*, in which the limited manipulations of hormones and other traits associated with territoriality have been conducted primarily in the lab,
much of this work with *Sceloporus* was conducted under natural conditions. Without data on the natural behavior and circulating hormone concentrations of free-living females over the course of their breeding seasons like what is known for *Sceloporus*, it is impossible to know whether the conditions simulated under laboratory conditions mimic biologically relevant conditions for wild females of other species. Extended field studies of females will help to ameliorate this limitation.

Fortunately, a growing number of studies in recent years with in a larger diversity of lizard species is revealing new perspectives on the form, function, and significance of female territorial behavior in lizards. Females in a variety of species throughout the squamate phylogeny have been observed to occupy exclusive space and to exhibit aggressive behavior toward conspecific intruders (Table 1). Building from these data, researchers hypothesize that territory defense and aggression may widespread and benefit females in different ways, such as providing access to food, mates, and a defensible space in which to protect young (e.g., Stamps 1977, Sinn *et al.* 2008). Physiological mechanisms such as hormone regulation have been implicated in the control of female aggression and territoriality, and studies have investigated the potential role of corticosterone, estradiol, progesterone, and testosterone in mediating these behaviors (Woodley and Moore 1999a, 1999b; Rubenstein and Wikelski 2006). In addition to providing novel insights into female territoriality, more detailed attention to female behavior in general is causing researchers to rethink long held assumptions about the ecology of some species. Genetic evidence in *Anolis* lizards, for example, indicates that females produce young sired by multiple males beyond the male in whose territory they reside (Calsbeek *et al.* 2007). This suggests that females can exert influence on male
reproductive success, are not solely passive players contained within male territories as part of territorial polygyny.

**Conclusions and Future Directions**

In summary, lizards represent an excellent group in which to pursue exciting future directions in research on female territoriality. For many species, descriptive work is needed to establish whether females exhibit territoriality, and if so, to characterize their behavior. Although laboratory studies can be informative, field-based studies over extended periods of time will be especially important for understanding female behavior and the mechanisms that regulate it within natural conditions. For example, with regard to the potential influence of hormones on female territoriality, we currently lack data on the baseline concentration of testosterone and other hormones for free-living *Anolis* lizards and species of many other taxonomic groups. For example, we have data on the baseline circulating concentrations of free-living males in several species, but almost none in females (e.g., Tokarz et al. 1998, Husak and Lovern 2014). Thus, although male-like aggressive and courtship behavior can be induced in female anoles by supplementing testosterone (Crews and Adkins 1976), it is not possible to know whether the experimental concentrations are at all close to natural conditions because we do not know either the baseline concentrations nor the capacity for variation within wild females. Without these data, it is difficult to assess whether conditions in laboratory studies or field-based studies using hormone-implants are representative of natural conditions that individuals may reasonably experience in the wild. Furthermore, hormone profiles often fluctuate over time, such as differences across seasons and stages of development. Thus,
it is critical to evaluate the extent and nature of these fluctuations over time to understand how shifts in hormone profiles may impact individual variation in behavior.

Among the species in which territoriality has been described, empirical work investigating the function of female territoriality and the mechanisms that mediate it is lagging in comparison to similar work with males. As a result, we lack the data needed to appropriately assess whether the same mechanisms that influence territorial behavior in males also do so in females. Thus, hypotheses that have been used to explain patterns of territoriality in males are ripe to be tested in females. Again, fieldwork is will be paramount to this endeavor, in combination with laboratory studies of territoriality and traits that modulate it.

In conclusion, although these questions have been framed within the context of lizard territoriality, they are also likely to be widely applicable in other species in which territoriality remains primarily understood from the perspective of a single sex.
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Table 1: Results of a literature search assessing the prevalence of studies of territorial behavior in the different lizard families. For species for which we found evidence for territoriality in the literature, we denote at least one literature source containing data to suggest that the species is territorial. We also indicate whether the studies of the territoriality in this species were “Descriptive,” or observational accounts of natural behavior with no manipulation, or “Experimental,” or those in which behavior is noted as part of an experimental manipulation (e.g., staged agonistic interactions, altered distribution of individuals, supplemented feeding). Finally, we indicate whether there are data available regarding the territorial behavior of both sexes. A “+” denotes that available data support territoriality in that sex, a “−” denotes that available data suggests that territoriality is not present, and a “?” indicates that we did not find data to suggest that the sex in question is territorial or not. Some lizard groups have been the subject of a disproportionately large amount of territorial research (e.g., the genera Anolis and Sceloporus, please see text for more information). This table reflects literature for some of the particularly well studies species of these genera, and we acknowledge that this is not an exhaustive representative of data available for these genera, in particular. (Table appears on the following two pages)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Genus</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Descriptive</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Male Territoriality</th>
<th>Female Territoriality</th>
<th>Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agamidae</td>
<td>Phyrnocephalus</td>
<td>vlangalii</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Qiu et al. 2018, Wu et al. 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anguidae</td>
<td>Abronia</td>
<td>vasaconcelossi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Formanowicz et al. 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordylidae</td>
<td>Angolosaurus</td>
<td>skoogi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pietruska 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cordylidae</td>
<td>Cordylus</td>
<td>cordylus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wirminghaus 1990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helodermatidae</td>
<td>Heloderma</td>
<td>suspectum</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Beck 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguanidae</td>
<td>Amblyrinchus</td>
<td>chistatus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rubenstein and Wikelski 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguanidae</td>
<td>Anolis</td>
<td>carolinensis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Decoury and Jenssen 1994, Andrews and Summers 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguanidae</td>
<td>Anolis</td>
<td>aeneus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Stamps 1973, Samps and Tanaka 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguanidae</td>
<td>Anolis</td>
<td>sagrei</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Schoener and Schoener 1982, Kamath and Losos 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguanidae</td>
<td>Cyclura</td>
<td>cornuta</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Perez-Buitrago et al. 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iguanidae</td>
<td>Crotaphyrus</td>
<td>collaris</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rostker 1983; Sloan and Baird 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacertidae</td>
<td>Acanthodactylus</td>
<td>bosikanus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Khanhnoon and Hardege 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacertidae</td>
<td>Archaeolacerta</td>
<td>bedriagai</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bombi and Vignoli 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacertidae</td>
<td>Lacerta</td>
<td>horvathi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lapini et al. 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyrnosomatidae</td>
<td>Sceloporus</td>
<td>jarrovi</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ruby 1978; Woodley and Moore 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyrnosomatidae</td>
<td>Sceloporus</td>
<td>undulatus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Haenel et al. 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyrnosomatidae</td>
<td>Uta</td>
<td>stansburiana</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tinkle et al. 1962, Ferguson 1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyrnosomatidae</td>
<td>Urosurus</td>
<td>ornatus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zucker 1989, Deslippe et al. 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scincidae</td>
<td>Egernia</td>
<td>whitti</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sinn et al. 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Genus</td>
<td>Species</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scincidae</td>
<td>Ctenotus</td>
<td>inornatus</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Jennings and Thompson 1999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scincidae</td>
<td>Eulamprus</td>
<td>heatwolei</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Stapley and Keogh 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teiidae</td>
<td>Ameiva</td>
<td>chrysolaema</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Schell et al. 1993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varanidae</td>
<td>Varanus</td>
<td>varius</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Guarino 2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varanidae</td>
<td>Varanus</td>
<td>bengalensis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Auffenberg 1979</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xantusiidae</td>
<td>Xantusia</td>
<td>riversiana</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Bezy et al. 1980</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 3

Similar behavior, shared mechanism? Evaluating the influence of body condition on territorial behavior in female Anolis gundlachi lizards

Ellee G. Cook, Deborah Lopez Nieves, and Manuel Leal

Abstract

Territorial behavior is an important component of social behavior for a variety of taxa. Territoriality determines individuals’ spatial distribution and access to resources, and can be exhibited by both males and females. However, much of the research evaluating the mechanisms that mediate territoriality has focused primarily on males. Therefore, it remains unclear whether the same suite of traits mediates territoriality in both sexes, including for species that have served as classical examples in territorial theory. Here, we characterized the space use of free-living adult male and female Anolis gundlachi lizards in Puerto Rico during the summer breeding seasons of 2015 and 2016 to assess whether females exhibit spacing behaviors comparable to those associated with territoriality in male Anolis lizards. We also observed the behavior of these female A. gundlachi to determine whether females exhibit aggressive behavior similar to the territorial behavior that is well described in males. Finally, we tested the hypothesis that variation in body condition explains territory size. We followed marked adult male and female A. gundlachi in experimental plots over the course of two to four weeks, and recorded their spatial locations to estimate home range (95% minimum convex polygons, MCPs) and territory sizes (50% kernel utilization distributions, KUDs) characteristic of this species. We also conducted focal observations of females to document their behavior patterns and to assess whether females exhibit similar aggressive behaviors in social contexts as observed in males. Our findings suggest that both sexes exhibit territorial space use, and
that male *A. gundlachi* occupy significantly larger home ranges than females [male log$_{10}$ MCP = -0.3656, mean female log$_{10}$ MCP = -0.0620, 95% CI (-0.803, -0.0515)]. A similar pattern was observed for territory sizes [male log$_{10}$ 50% KUD = 0.824, female log$_{10}$ 50% KUD = -0.149, 95% CI (-1.259, -0.687)]. Territory sizes also varied among members of the same sex (female log$_{10}$ 95 % MCP range: 0.0176 – 9.208, log$_{10}$ 50% KUD range: 0.0173 – 8.058; male log$_{10}$ 95% MCP range: 0.00878 – 18.02, male log$_{10}$ 50% KUD range: 0.278 – 49.8). Females with higher body condition tended to have smaller territories (50% KUDs) than females of lower condition. However, neither female home range size (95% MCP) nor metrics of either territory or home range size in males were associated with body condition. Many females in our study exhibited high site fidelity and behaved aggressively toward conspecifics that ventured too close. Taken together, these results indicate that female *A. gundlachi* exhibit territorial behavior and that territory size is associated with body condition. Future work should consider how additional aspects of behavior, morphology, and physiology may interact with or even eclipse body condition to mediate territory and home range size in male *A. gundlachi*, and investigate why body size or condition mediates territory size in one sex but not the other.

**Introduction**

Territoriality, or the defense of a particular area or resource, is an important component of the social behavior of many species. By influencing how individuals are spatially distributed, territoriality dictates which members of a population are more likely to interact (Gordon 1997). Furthermore, individual variation in the size or shape of territories that individuals defend can also have consequences for fitness, as these factors may determine the quality or quantity of resources available, as well as the potential
mates that a territory holder can monopolize (Adams 2001, Both and Visser 2008, da Rocha et al. 2018). Such variation is common across taxa, and researchers have identified a variety of behavioral, morphological, and physiological traits that are associated with intraspecific variation in territoriality (e.g., Veiga et al. 2001, Scales et al. 2013, Taylor and Lattanzio 2016).

Historically, the study of territoriality, its evolution, and the mechanisms that mediate it has been focused primarily on males. Nevertheless, there is evidence, much of which is anecdotal, that females of many species also exhibit territorial behavior. These observations have served as the impetus for a growing number of studies evaluating the potential mechanisms mediating territoriality in females (e.g., Mathis 1990, Gill et al. 2007, Ziegelbecker et al. 2018). The overarching framework of this relatively new line of inquiry can be summarized in two non-exclusive hypotheses. First, in species where both sexes are territorial, the same traits that mediate territoriality in males may also mediate territoriality in females. Alternatively, each sex may exhibit a unique set of traits, and different traits may mediate territoriality between the sexes. Sex differences in the traits used to defend territories and mechanisms that modulate territoriality may be particularly likely for species in which traits associated with territoriality are absent or substantially different in one of the sexes, such as weapons and ornaments used in agonistic interactions. Metrics of body size including length, mass, and body condition influence individual differences in territoriality in a variety of taxa, and have the potential to impact territorial behavior similarly across the sexes (e.g., Case 1978, Mathis 1990). For example, territory size is frequently correlated with both size and condition, and it is common to observe that larger individuals defend larger territories than smaller
conspecifics (Serrano-Meneses et al. 2007, Iossa et al. 2008, Grant and Diaconescu 2016). In both invertebrates and vertebrates, asymmetry in body size can predict the outcome of competitive contests, suggesting that body size may contribute to individuals’ behavior during social interactions such as territorial disputes (e.g., Jennions and Backwell 1996, Arnott and Elwood 2009, McGinley et al. 2015). Larger individuals may thus be at an advantage in establishing and maintaining a large territory. Whether the correlations between body size and territoriality are due to energetic demands driving individuals of different sizes to pursue territories of a particular size (reviewed in Grant and Diaconescu 2016), or whether larger individuals or those with higher body condition have a competitive advantage (e.g., Vervaecke et al. 2007, Hunt et al. 2009), intraspecific variation in metrics of body size remain among the most consistent predictors of variation in territory size. This pattern is observed repeatedly across males of a variety of taxa and may also apply to territorial females, but empirical investigations of the predictors of territory size are lacking for females of many species.

Anolis lizards are an excellent group in which to investigate whether similar mechanisms mediate territorial behavior in both sexes. Species in the genus Anolis have been used extensively in the study of territoriality (reviewed in Losos 2009, Kamath and Losos 2017). Strong evidence indicates that males of most species are territorial (e.g., Rand 1964, Leal et al. 1998, Johnson et al. 2010), and, although fewer studies have considered females, anecdotal evidence suggests that females are also territorial. The paradigm of Anolis territorial behavior has traditionally fixated on males and their large territories encompassing females, while relatively little research has focused directly on the behavior and space use of females (but see Andrews 1971, Stamps 1973, Jenssen and
In Anolis, males establish territories during the breeding season that encompass one or more females and defend these territories using ritualized display behaviors and aggressive contests (Rand 1964, Jenssen 1977a, Fleishman 1988). Males may defend territories for different lengths of time, but it is common to find the same individual in the same territory over a period of several weeks (Rand 1964, Philibosian 1975). Variation in territory size has been associated with differences in access to potential mates, suggesting that territory size may influence reproductive success (Trivers 1976, Ruby 1984). Territory size is also positively correlated with body size in males of several species (e.g., Trivers 1976, Schoener and Schoener 1982, Jenssen and Nunez 1998), and larger males are more aggressive and successful in territory defense in some species (e.g., Tokarz 1985, Jenssen et al. 2005). Although the general framework of Anolis territoriality—in which males defend territories that overlap with one or more females using highly stereotyped display and aggressive behaviors—is consistent across species, levels of aggression differ across species and the different Anolis ecomorphs (Losos 1990a). This is exemplified by observations such as particularly high territorial aggression in species classified in the trunk-ground ecomorph, which includes species that are most commonly observed on tree trunks but also visit the ground to forage and engage in social interactions (Losos 1990a, Johnson et al. 2010).

Here, we studied the space use of wild male and female Anolis gundlachi, a species endemic to Puerto Rico. Anolis gundlachi is abundant in the wet, shaded forests of Puerto Rico, and is considered a trunk-ground ecomorph (Rand 1964). Both males and females are typically observed perching on the trunks of trees within approximately one meter above the ground, but also frequent the forest floor to forage and interact with
conspecifics (Rand 1964, Rodriguez-Robles et al. 2005). Males defend territories using highly stereotyped aggressive behaviors, including frequent displays of the dewlap (throat fan) as well as pushups and head bobs. In some cases, interactions escalate into full contact physical fights. Male territories typically overlap with areas used by one or more females over the course of the breeding season (e.g., Rand 1964, Stamps 1977b, Schoener and Schoener 1982, Johnson et al. 2010). Furthermore, male A. gundlachi exhibit high amounts of territorial aggressive behaviors relative to sympatric species, as has been observed in other species classified in the trunk-ground ecomorph (Losos 1990a, Johnson et al. 2010).

We observed free-living male and female A. gundlachi in their natural habitat in Puerto Rico in order to characterize their patterns of space use. In addition, we further evaluated the behavior of females to address the following two hypotheses. First, based on observations of female territorial behavior in other Anolis species, we hypothesized that female A. gundlachi also exhibit territoriality and predicted that females would behaviorally defend areas of exclusive space (e.g., Andrews 1971, Stamps 1973, Jenssen and Nunez 1998). Second, based on previous work with male Anolis, we hypothesized that home range size and territory size would be positively associated with body condition in both males and females (e.g., Trivers 1976, Tokarz 1985, Jenssen et al 2005). The term home range typically describes the total area that an individual uses for activities such as foraging or social interactions. Individuals may not actively exclude other from entering the home range. In contrast, the territory is the area that the individual actively defends against conspecifics (e.g., Burt 1943, Odum and Kuenzler 1955). In many cases, portions of the home ranges of different individuals may overlap,
but the territories typically do not (reviewed in Powell 2000). To test these hypotheses, we mapped the space use of male and female *A. gundlachi* to assess their habitat use and distribution and conducted focal observations of marked, adult females to characterize their behavior.

**Materials and Methods**

We conducted this study in the Luquillo Tropical Forest near El Verde Field Station in Rio Grande, Puerto Rico, where individuals of *A. gundlachi* are abundant. Data were collected over two periods, June – July of 2015 and July – August of 2016, which coincide with the breeding season of *A. gundlachi* (Gorman and Licht 1974). During each of these periods, we established plots in the forest in which we mapped the space use of adult male and female *A. gundlachi* and conducted focal observations of females. In 2015, we established five 10m X 10m plots that were at least 100 meters apart in the forest, but ultimately collected data in only five of the plots (please see below for further details). In 2016 we used a single 20m X 20m plot that did not overlap with any of the plots used in 2015. We used flag tape to mark trees near the boundaries of plots and selected and flagged trees near the center of plots to serve as spatial reference points for use in territory mapping (please see more details below). We chose one reference point for each of the plots used in 2015 and chose two for the larger plot used in 2016, located 5.4 meters apart.

At the start of the study, we spent 3-4 days in the plots attempting to capture every adult *A. gundlachi* observed in the plot. We measured each individual’s mass to the nearest tenth of a gram with a Pesola scale and snout-vent length (SVL, a metric of body length) to the nearest millimeter with a handheld ruler, and determined its sex. We also
assigned each adult a unique, temporary ID using Queen Bee Tags (Bee Works, Ontario, Canada). These tags can last up to four weeks but may fall off sooner if the lizard sheds. We placed two tags on each lizard, one affixed to each shoulder, enabling us to identify the lizard even if one tag fell off prior to the conclusion of the study. Lizards were then released at the site of capture. In 2015, we marked 65 females and 41 males across the six plots, with the following distribution across the plots—5, 8, 18, 21, and 9 females marked, and 4, 10, 10, 12, and 5 males marked. In 2016, we marked 19 females and 15 males.

We waited 24 hours after the last lizard was marked before collecting data from a plot. Following this period in 2015, each plot was visited for half a day, approximately every other day. We visited plots for four weeks and rotated our visits such that the sequence of plots and time of day varied; morning visits ranged from 0800-1200 hours, and afternoon visits from 1200-1700 hours. In 2016, we visited the plot every day for two weeks to observe lizards between 0800-1700 hours.

Once we arrived at a plot, we spent the first hour visually searching the plot for marked lizards using binoculars from outside the boundaries (hereafter referred to as the “survey period”). When a marked lizard of either sex was observed, we recorded its identity, its approximate location in the plot, and the type of perch it used. At the conclusion of the survey period, we began an “observation period,” during which we conducted 20-minute focal behavioral observations of marked female *A. gundlachi*. We did not conduct focal observations of male behavior in this study. We collected data on the locations of males during the survey period but did not observe their behavior apart from interactions with marked females. We recorded all movement, foraging, and social
behaviors that females performed during our focal observations, but in particular, noted all the perches lizards visited, the number of times lizards changed perches, and any display or aggressive behaviors that lizards performed (see Table 1 for descriptions of behaviors). If any displays were performed, we visually searched for any other lizards in the area to determine whether displays were directed at another individual or performed in the absence of any apparent receiver (i.e., assertion displays, Fleishman 1988). When we observed interactions between individuals, we noted the sex and species of the non-focal lizard and recorded the identity of the individual if it was marked.

At the conclusion of each observation period, we recorded the precise location of perches used by marked lizards during both the survey and observation periods. We waited to collect these data until after completing survey and observation periods because our methods require us to enter and move around the plot, which disrupts the natural behavior of the lizards. Spatial location data were collected for all lizards seen during the survey period. For lizards watched during the observation period, we collected location data for the perches used by the lizard at the start and end of the observation, as well as any unique perches used during the observation period (i.e., perches other than the starting perch, hereafter referred to as “unique spatial locations”). All locations were determined by measuring the distance and compass angle from North between the site where the lizard was observed perching and the reference point within the plot (Johnson et al. 2010). For each location, we recorded the distance to the reference point (m) and compass angle relative to the reference point (degrees), within 30 degrees of accuracy. For the 2016 plot with two reference points, we measured the distance from the perch location to the closest of the two reference points.
Estimating Territory Size

For each individual with at least five unique locations (female n = 36, male = 28), we converted locations to Cartesian coordinates and estimated territory size using two methods: minimum convex polygons (“MCP”) and kernel utilization distributions (“KUD”). Both were calculated in R (v 3.5.0. R Core Team 2018). We used the package ‘adehabitatHR’ (Calenge 2015) to calculate 95% minimum convex polygons, 50% kernel utilization distributions, and 95% kernel utilization distributions.

In our study, we considered the 95% MCPs and 95% KUDs, which delineate 95% of the area that the individual visited throughout the entire study, to represent the home range of each individual. We considered the 50% KUDs, which delineate the area in which an individual is likely to occur in half of all observations, to represent the individuals’ putative territories. The data we collected do not enable us to confirm whether individuals actively defend the putative territories calculated by the 50% KUD estimate. However, we hypothesize that individuals are likely to spend more time and thus be observed more frequently within the territory than in the rest of the home range, and thus we chose to use this metric to represent putative territory sizes (Powell 2000, Anich et al. 2009).

Methods used to calculate territory size—including MCPs and KUDs, in particular—are sensitive to the number of unique locations collected for each individual (Hemson et al. 1995, Seaman and Powell 1996, Mills et al. 2006, Row and Blouin-Demers 2006). Although not unprecedentenced in the territoriality literature, our study relies on relatively low numbers of unique locations to calculate territory size compared to studies incorporating technologies such as GPS. This is a limitation that is typical of
observational studies at smaller spatial scales like ours (e.g., resolution of less than a meter to a few meters) and is compounded by the ecology of our focal species. *Anolis gundlachi*, like many other reptiles and amphibians, are often observed using the same perching sites for long periods of time or returning repeatedly to a small collection of sites. Thus, although individuals may be seen many times and researchers may be confident that these sites lie within an individual’s territory, only a few unique locations will be recorded, which may introduce error into estimates of territory size (Harris *et al.* 1990, Powell 2000). Despite these limitations, MCPs remain the most consistently calculated and reported metric of territory size, making them particularly useful for comparisons across taxa and studies, including those of herpetofauna (e.g., Haenel *et al.* 2003, Bush *et al.* 2016). We use 95% MCPs to represent lizard home ranges. Kernel estimates are becoming increasingly prominent within studies of animal space use, and thus we chose to calculate KUDs in our study to make those data available for future use. We did so with the knowledge that these estimates are potentially susceptible to the aforementioned limitations, for which there is currently a lack of consensus with regard to resolving these potential limitations. In summary, we consider 50% KUDs to represent the putative territories of lizards in our study and the 95% MCPs to represent the home ranges of individuals.

**Characterizing Behavior**

We quantified the number of foraging events, perch changes, bouts of display, and interactions with other lizards that occurred in each observation. For interactions observed between two *A. gundlachi*, we differentiated between male-female and female-female interactions. For female-female interactions, we noted whether behavior
performed by the focal female escalated from less aggressive displays to more aggressive displays (i.e., escalated aggression).

Ultimately, we report the average rate at which the different behaviors occurred across all the females we observed. We calculated these rates by first calculating the rate of each behavior by the females. For each female, we calculated the total number of times the female performed a particular behavior across all observations and divided this by the total time that the female was observed throughout the study. We then calculated the average rate across all females observed throughout both years. Such calculations decrease the possibility that one individual is overrepresented in our data.

Finally, we were interested in the females’ habitat use, and in particular, whether females exhibited a preference for particular perching sites in the areas in which they were active. For each female, we calculated a score of perch preference by dividing the number of unique perches that the female was observed using over the course of the study by the total number of locations collected for that female (i.e., “unique spatial locations”). Scores approaching zero indicate use of fewer unique perches and suggest that females may prefer particular perches, while scores approaching one indicate that females were equally likely to use any perch within her area of activity, suggesting lack of preference.

*Calculating Body Condition*

Compared to male *A. gundlachi*, female *A. gundlachi* in our study exhibited relatively limited variation in body size (male: range of SVLs = 47 – 70mm, range of masses = 2.5 – 9.0 g; female: range of SVLs = 41 – 48mm, range of masses = 1.7 – 3.4 g). The methods we used to measure mass and SVL are described above, and are typical
for studies of lizards, including *Anolis*. However, they inherently impose restrictions to our ability to assess small differences in size or mass, and we concluded that the measurements of mass to the nearest 0.1 gram and SVL to the nearest millimeter did not fully convey the differences in body condition we observed among females. For example, two females with an SVL of 46 mm differed in weight by almost a gram (2.2 g versus 3.1 g), which is a substantial amount when considering the range of masses observed among females in our study (data presented above). Thus, although there was limited variation in SVL among females, body condition varied considerably. Body condition can reflect individual health or energy reserves, both of which may influence an individual’s behavior and therefore impact territoriality (e.g., Brown 1996, Ullman-Cullere and Foltz 1999). As such, we investigated the potential for body condition to predict territory size in *A. gundlachi*, and used the residual values of each individual’s mass regressed on its SVL to represent body condition as has been done in other studies of *Anolis* (e.g., Tokarz *et al.* 1998). Residual values were calculated separately for males and females, with data from both sampling years compiled for each sex for the regression analyses.

The raw data were not normally distributed. We applied several possible data transformations to the continuous variables in our study, and found that log-transforming the data resulted in distributions that more closely resembled normal than either the raw data or other transformations assessed. Thus, we log-transformed the data for all continuous variables in the study, and all values reported for these variables hereafter reflect data after log_{10} transformation. We used Student’s t-Tests to assess whether body condition, home range sizes (95% MCP and 95% KUD), territory size (50% KUD), or the number of unique spatial locations collected for both sexes differed between 2015 and
2016. All of these variables were significantly different across sampling years for females, but none differed significantly across years for males (Table 2). Thus, we considered females from 2015 and 2016 separately for data analyses but considered all males together. We used linear regressions to determine whether the number of unique locations was predictive of territory or home range size estimates for each female in our study. We first considered data from both years together in a single analysis, and then performed separate regressions for the different sampling years.

Given the observed differences across sampling years, we investigated the potential relationship between body condition and territory size in two ways. First, we used linear regressions to evaluate the potential association between body condition and territory size in the different sampling years separately. Second, we analyzed data collected in both years in a single general linear mixed model (GLMM) using the R package ‘glmmADMB’ (Fournier et al. 2012 and Skaug et al. 2013) to assess the influence of body condition on territory size. Territory size was the response variable, body condition was included as a fixed effect, and sampling year was included as a random effect. We performed these analyses separately for 95% MCPs, 95% KUDs, and 50% KUDs in both males and females. Statistics were performed in R (R Core Team v3.5.0) and R Studio (RStudio), and descriptive statistics are reported as means ± standard deviation unless otherwise specified.

**Results**

*Female Territorial Behavior*

We conducted behavioral observations of 57 female *A. gundlachi* (2015 n = 42, 2016 n = 15). The number of focal observations conducted for individual females varied
(range across both years = 1-8 observations; 2015 mode = 1 observation; 2016 mode = 5 observations), as did the total amount of time each female was observed (range across both years = 18-162 min; 2015 mode = 20 min; 2016 mode = 80 min). Throughout observations, females were most often engaged in behaviors such as scanning the environment (i.e., survey posture, remaining still while facing head down on the perch, Stamps 1977a) and moving on or between perches—of the behaviors we recorded, perch changes tended to occur most frequently. Most females displayed at least once over the course of our observations (81%), and we observed displays in different social contexts (e.g., advertisement displays, interaction displays, and displays of escalated aggression; Figure 1).

Perch preference varied among females. Three females were only observed on a single perch during the study. These females had perch preference scores ranging from 0.0833 – 0.167, suggesting a high preference for a single perch. But most females utilized multiple perches over the course of the study (n = 33, \( \bar{x} = 6.27 \pm 3.16 \), range = 2 – 14, mode = 2). Perch preference scores also varied among these females (\( \bar{x} = 0.574 \pm 0.265 \), range = 0.182 – 1, mode = 1). Five females exhibited no preference for a single perch and were observed on different perches every time they were spotted (score = 1), with each of these females using a different number of unique perches (\( \bar{x} = 8.40 \pm 3.21 \), range = 5 – 13).

**Characterizing Space Use**

To elucidate how individual home ranges were distributed throughout the habitat, we plotted the locations used to calculate 95% MCPs as spatial coordinates on an X-Y plane (Figure 2). The amount of overlap varied among individuals, such that some
completely overlap with another lizard’s home range (see examples in Figure 2A) while others did not overlap at all during our observations (Figure 2B). Most commonly, individuals seemed to overlap with conspecifics in particular regions of the home range, while other regions did not overlap with any other individuals.

Body Condition and Territory Size

There were significant differences in female body condition between the two sampling years. Females measured in 2015 had higher average body condition than females measured in 2016 (2015: n = 23, \( \bar{x} = 0.01820 \pm 0.038 \), 2016: n = 13, \( \bar{x} = -0.0322 \pm 0.0235 \), \( p < 0.001 \), Table 2). Male body condition did not differ significantly between years (2015: n = 19, \( \bar{x} = 0.00053 \pm 0.449 \), 2016: n = 9, \( \bar{x} = -0.00222 \pm 0.434 \), \( p = 0.972 \), Table 2).

Male home ranges and territories were larger than those of females (home ranges: mean male log\(_{10}\) MCP = -0.36555, male n = 28, mean female log\(_{10}\) MCP = -0.06197, female n = 36, 95% CI (-0.803, -0.0515), \( p = 0.027 \); territories: mean male log\(_{10}\) 50% KUD = 0.824, mean female log\(_{10}\) 50% KUD = -0.149, 95% CI (-1.259, -0.687), \( p < 0.0001 \)). Both home range and territory size also varied among members of the same sex. Females sampled in 2016 had significantly larger 95% MCPs, 95% KUDs, and 50% KUDs than those sampled in 2015 (2015: 95% MCP \( \bar{x} = -0.316 \pm 0.654 \), 95% KUD \( \bar{x} = 0.428 \pm 0.528 \), 50% KUD \( \bar{x} = -0.333 \pm 0.524 \); 2016: 95% MCP \( \bar{x} = 0.388 \pm 0.452 \), 95% KUD \( \bar{x} = 0.965 \pm 0.425 \), 50% KUD \( \bar{x} = 0.175 \pm 0.359 \), all \( p < 0.01 \); Table 2). Thus, we considered the data for females in two ways in our analyses to evaluate the influence of year on our results: first we considered females separately by sampling year, and then we considered females pooled from both years. There were no significant differences
between males in any of the metrics of home range or territory size, and thus males from both years are analyzed together hereafter (p values for all comparisons were > 0.40, data for all males—95% MCP: \( \bar{x} = 0.366 -0.149 \pm 0.796; \) 95% KUD: \( \bar{x} = 1.447 \pm 0.588; \) 50% KUD: \( \bar{x} = 0.824 \pm 0.359; \) Table 2).

We hypothesized that the differences in territory size observed among lizards sampled in 2015 and 2016 were due to differences in the number of locations recorded for individuals between the two sampling years. Among females sighted more than 4 times for territory size estimates, the number of spatial locations varied (range 5 – 21), and the average number of locations was higher for females in 2016 than in 2015 (2015: \( \bar{x} = 0.948 \pm 0.165, \) 2016: \( \bar{x} = 1.31 \pm 0.127, \) \( p < 0.001, \) Table 2). For females in both 2015 and 2016, the number of locations was positively associated with 95% MCPs (2015: \( p < 0.0001, F_{1,21} = 26.11, \) SE = 0.5707; 2016: \( p = 0.03, F_{1,11} = 2.9, \) SE = 0.867). The number of locations was positively associated with 95% KUDs for females only in the 2015 sample (\( p < 0.001, F_{1,21} = 14.47, \) SE = 0.5557). Locations were marginally associated with 95% KUDs for females in 2016 (\( p = 0.06, F_{1,11} = 4.16, \) SE = 0.8595), but were not significantly associated with 50% KUDs for females in either year (p values for both comparisons were > 0.10). Although home range size, territory size, and body condition did not differ significantly for males across the sampling years, the number of locations was also higher for males in 2016 relative to 2015 (2015: \( \bar{x} = 0.921 \pm 0.154, \) 2016: \( \bar{x} = 1.16 \pm 0.186, \) \( p < 0.01, \) Table 2). The number of locations was positively associated with 95% MCPs for males sampled in both years (\( p < 0.001, F_{1,26} = 26.11, \) SE = 0.6298). Locations were not significantly associated with 95% KUDs or 50% KUDs of males (p values for both comparisons > 0.10).
When females sampled in both years were considered together in a generalized linear mixed model with sampling year included as a random effect, body condition was significantly associated with 50% KUDs (p = 0.023, SE = 2.149, Log Likelihood = -27.8127), but not with 95% MCPs or 95% KUDs (p values for both comparisons > 0.70). Male body condition was not significantly associated with any of the metrics of home range or territory size (p values for all comparisons > 0.10).

**Discussion**

Territoriality occurs in birds, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals, and is closely integrated with the life-history and ecology of these organisms. By impacting how individuals are distributed across landscapes, territorial behavior also determines which individuals have access to resources, and which members of the population interact (Brown and Orians 1970, Stamps 1994). As such, detailed understanding of territorial behavior can help to explain other aspects of a species’ ecology, such as population dynamics, mating systems, and intraspecific variation in fitness (Emlen and Oring 1977, Sokolovska et al. 2000, Lopez-Sepulcre and Kokko 2005).

Our findings suggest that both male and female *A. gundlachi* occupy exclusive space and demonstrate that females, like males, exhibit territorial behavior typical of many *Anolis* species (e.g., Evans 1938, Rand 1964, Philibosian 1975, Johnson et al. 2010). The majority of female *A. gundlachi* exhibited high fidelity to a particular area within our study site, and the sizes of home ranges and putative territories varied considerably in size and shape (Figure 2). Female home ranges sometimes overlapped with those of other females and often overlapped with the home range of at least one male (Figure 2). Furthermore, some female *A. gundlachi* behaved aggressively toward
conspecifics in similar contexts as territorial males do (Table 1, Figure 2). When considered separately across sampling years, female body condition was not positively associated with any metric of territory or home range size. However, when the random effect of sampling year was taken into effect, 50% KUDs (i.e., putative territory sizes) were negatively associated with female body condition (Figure 4B). The 95% MCPs (i.e., home range sizes) were not associated with body condition (Figure 4A). Male body condition was not significantly associated with territory size or either metric of home range size (Figure 4C & D).

Aggression is an important component of territoriality, as individuals use behaviors ranging from displays to physical fights to establish and maintain territories (Bush and Simberloff 2018, Stamps 2018). Male Anolis lizards exhibit highly ritualized territorial aggression (Jenssen 1977a, Ortiz and Jenssen 1982, Fleishman 1988), and here we found that female A. gundlachi exhibit a comparable repertoire of behaviors. Eighty one percent of females displayed at least once over the course of our observations, suggesting that displays and other territorial behaviors are a frequent component of their social behavior (Figure 1). Female A. gundlachi were observed performing push-up displays when no conspecific was visible to us in the immediate vicinity, a behavior that is hypothesized to function as an advertisement of territory ownership in male Anolis (e.g., “advertisement” or “assertion” displays, Table 1; Stamps 1977a, Fleishman 1988). Sixteen females (28%) exhibited escalated aggression during an interaction with a conspecific (Figure 1), demonstrating that females can and will behave aggressively toward conspecifics in a similar capacity as is observed in males. Similar behavior patterns have been reported for females of other anoles, suggesting that female
territoriality may be common across the genus, as it is in males (Summers and Andrews 1996, Jenssen et al. 2000).

Although the repertoire of behaviors was consistent, females performed these behaviors at lower rates than are typically reported for males, a pattern observed in several other Anolis species (Losos 1990b, Johnson and Wade 2010). Similar sex differences in territorial behavior are also observed in other groups, such as differences among territorial male and female birds in the structure of songs or frequency of singing (Levin and Wingfield 1992, Demko and Mennill 2018). Although such observations lend support to the hypothesis that females generally engage in agonistic interactions less frequently than males, we also hypothesize that the time of year in which we conducted our study contributed to the low rates of escalated aggression we observed. The breeding season of A. gundlachi lasts several months (approximately April – September, Rand 1964). If females establish territories at the start of the breeding season as males do, it is possible that, by June or July when our study took place, females have already settled the majority of their territorial disputes. As a result, females may have very few escalated agonistic interactions with neighboring females they interact with most frequently (i.e., the dear enemy phenomenon, Qualls and Jaeger 1991, Husak and Fox 2003) and only exhibit heightened aggression in the event of encountering an unfamiliar conspecific new to the study site. If this is the case, we would expect to observe relatively little escalated aggression among females at this time of the year, as we observed in this study. Future work focused at different point in the breeding season will elucidate whether female aggression changes over time.
High site fidelity is commonly associated with territorial behavior across a wide range of taxa (Switzer 1993). This is likely because relocating can be costly, both in terms of energetic requirements and factors such as the loss of familiarity with a particular area and conspecific neighbors (e.g., Switzer 1997, Hoffman et al. 2006, McDougall and Kramer 2007). We were able to observe most of the marked females within our plots for several weeks, and in many cases, females were observed in the same general area throughout the study period. Thus, females generally exhibited a relatively high level of site fidelity. Within these areas, females differed in their preferences for particular perches. Some were observed on the same perch throughout the study, while others used many perches. In contrast, we also observed some females with low site-fidelity—these individuals were observed only once or a handful of times. One hypothesis to explain this observation is that multiple behavioral phenotypes may be present in this population and that some females are transient and/or non-territorial. Studies in a variety of species, but primarily in fish and birds, have demonstrated the existence of multiple territorial phenotypes within populations—in particular, studies have described “floaters,” or non-territorial individuals that are either supplanted from their territories by competitors, or do not engage in territoriality at all (e.g., birds: Winker 1998, Tobler and Smith 2004, Penteriani et al. 2011; fish: Iguchi and Hino 1996, Oliveira et al. 2005, Awata et al. 2012; lizards: Morrison et al. 2002). Our observation that some females are observed in many different locations or only once over the course of the study suggests that some female *A. gundlachi* may be floaters. Alternatively, these females may have been expelled from formerly held territories following a territorial dispute, a phenomenon that also occurs in males (Tokarz et al. 1998, Reedy 2017). Future
studies should evaluate these possibilities, and more generally, further investigate how and when females establish territories.

We found that females with higher body condition had smaller territories than females with lower condition (Figure 4). This finding contradicts our prediction that females of higher condition would maintain larger territories than females of lower condition. More generally, this finding goes against the common trend that territory size is associated with metrics of body size in anoles (Trivers 1976, Schoener and Schoener 1982). We are proposing two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses to explain the negative association between body condition and territory size in female *A. gundlachi*. First, it is possible that the size of the territory an individual defends is not the only factor of value to females. A common assumption in studies of animal space use is that individuals ought to maintain the largest territory they can effectively defend, as larger territories may provide access to more resources. However, other attributes of territories, such as their location, shape, or the types of resources they contain, may also influence the value of a territory (e.g., Hixon 1980, Lanyon and Thompson 1986, Stamps 1987). Differences between the sexes in the potential benefits of territory size may be driving the sexes to pursue territories with different attributes, and thus contribute to the observation that body size is correlated with territory size in some male *Anolis* lizards, but not in females. For males, the primary function of territories is presumed to be securing mating opportunities—during the breeding season, males defend territories that overlap the territories of one or more females (Schoener and Schoener 1982, Jenssen *et al.* 1995). In this case, we would predict that males aim to defend as large a territory as possible so as to overlap with many females. In contrast, females are primarily hypothesized to defend
territories in order to secure access to food (Stamps 1973). Although larger territories could provide more food resources, it is also possible that females seek territories that simply provide sufficient resources, rather than as large a territory as possible. Perhaps it is even preferable to have a relatively small but resource-rich territory, rather than a larger one that requires more time and energy to patrol and defend (Adams 2001). In this case, the most competitively successful females might have smaller territories than less successful females.

Our second hypothesis to explain why females with higher body condition have small territories is that predation risk constrains territory size (Eason and Stamps 1992, Candolin and Voigt 2001). Female A. gundlachi are smaller than males, and because small size tends to increase the diversity of potential predators, females may face higher risk of predation than males (Scott et al. 1976, Stamps 1977a, Lafferty and Kuris 2002, Woodward et al. 2005). If this is the case, the cost of patrolling a large territory and potentially increasing exposure to predators may be higher for females than males and thus represent an addition limitation to the size of a territory that a female can maintain. Additional work investigating the factors that determine optimal territory size in female A. gundlachi, as well as factors that explain differences in territory size among the sexes, may lend answers to these open questions.

We were surprised to find that body condition was not a significant predictor of territory size in male A. gundlachi, or home range size in either sex in this study. We predicted that territory and home range size would be positively associated with body condition based on work in other taxa supporting two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses to explain why body condition is associated with space use. The first hypothesis posits
that the association is the result of energetics, and that individuals with high body condition have large territories or home ranges because those large areas provide access to the resources needed to maintain high body condition (McNab 1963). The second hypothesis suggests that individuals with high body condition maintain larger territories and ranges than individuals with lower condition because condition confers some competitive advantage (Arnott and Elwood 2009). If condition reflects health, energy stores, or other physiological traits that impact competitive ability and large territories are valuable, individuals with high body condition may be more likely to have large, desirable areas than individuals with lower condition (Arnott and Elwood 2009, Grant and Diaconescu 2016). However, we found no association between condition and home range size. One possible explanation for this is that individuals may defend territories that provide sufficient resources, and therefore do not need to venture much further beyond their territory boundaries into the undefended home range in search of resources. Studies of other animal groups have also identified no association between condition and home range or territory size. For example, no correlation was observed between either body condition or size and territory size in the collard lizard (*Crotaphytus collaris*, Lappin and Husak 2005) or a reef fish (*Parma victorie*, Norman and Jones 1984). Additionally, traits other than condition have also been shown to be important predictors of territoriality—a variety of behavioral (e.g., winner effects), morphological (e.g., weapons), and physiological (e.g., hormones) traits have been associated with territoriality, and may interact with or even eclipse body size or condition as determinants of territory or home range size (Tokarz 1995, Kelly 2008). Future research evaluating how males and females establish their home ranges and territories, in combination with further studies of
territorial dynamics in female *Anolis* lizards, may reveal how other traits mediate behaviors associated with space use, and whether the same mechanisms mediate space use and behavior across the sexes.

Although the overall patterns remained consistent throughout our study, we did observe significant differences in our data across sampling years—female body condition, home range size, and territory size all differed between 2015 and 2016 (table 2). We suspect that the differences in body condition are the result of random variation in the females sampled across the years, rather than any biologically relevant differences between the populations sampled. Furthermore, we hypothesize that the differences in territory size are the result of slight differences in study design rather than differences in behavior or habitat across the two years. Our focus on a single plot in 2016 enabled us to observe the same individuals more frequently than in 2015, in which we observed individuals in five different plots. We hypothesize that this difference resulted in higher numbers of unique spatial locations collected for individuals in 2016 relative to individuals from 2015, which in turn may have impacted estimates of territory size, as both of the methods we used are known to be sensitive to this factor (see additional information in methods, Figure 3 A & B). Another factor that could potentially impact territory size is the density of individuals occurring in a particular area. Although there were differences in the number of lizards marked in each of the plots we used, those differences are unlikely to result from major differences in lizard density across our years or sites. The area of forest that we worked in is relatively uniform in habitat and prime habitat for *A. gundlachi* (Reagan 1992, Rodriguez-Robles *et al.* 2005), and we established plots at sites in which we readily observed them. Thus, although there may have been
slight differences between the plots (including the difference in size between plots used 2015 and 2016), we hypothesize that variation in the number of lizards marked in each of the plots was due to our ability to capture and mark females during the time we set to established our plots, and the length of time that females retained their tags rather than substantial differences in lizard density. Nonetheless, it is possible that differences in density may have impacted our data collection, and another interesting route for future study would be to explore how population density impacts territorial dynamics in *Anolis gunldachi*.

In summary, we observed that female *Anolis gunldachi* lizards exhibit patterns of space use and behavior that are consistent with the territorial behavior of male *Anolis* lizards and, more generally, the territoriality of other groups such as fish and birds (e.g., Matsumo and Kohda 2004, Illes and Yunes-Jimenez 2008). Male *A. gunldachi* occupied areas of exclusive space that typically overlapped with one or more females, which is consistent with descriptions of male territoriality in other *Anolis* species. Interestingly, female territory size was the only metric of space use that was associated with body condition in our study. It is possible that suites of traits or attributes of the habitat other than the ones we predicted actually mediate space use in *A. gunldadhi*. Future studies investigating how and why male and female *A. gunldachi* establish the territories they do, as well as the potential implications for fitness, may help to reveal the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that mediate territoriality in *A. gunldachi* in combination with or independent of body condition.

To conclude, further investigations of the territorial and other behaviors of female *Anolis* lizards may provide additional insight into interesting patterns that cannot be
explained by the current, general understanding of territorial behavior in these species. For example, females of many *Anolis* species are generally presumed to exhibit high site fidelity, but produce offspring sired by males other than the one in whose territory they reside (Tokarz *et al.* 1998, Calsbeek *et al.* 2007). This pattern is being observed in other taxa, such as the widespread finding in territorial birds that females mate multiply (Akçay and Roughgarden 2007, Griffith *et al.* 2008). Such observations warrant more in-depth investigations of female behavior, and may require researchers to revisit our understanding of behaviors like territoriality that remain best understood from the perspective of males. Finally, there is a growing interest in female-female competition, and the roles it may play in processes such as sexual selection (Clutton-Brock 2007, Clutton-Brock and Huchard 2013). Demonstrations that aggressive behaviors like territoriality serve adaptive functions in females, in combination with the knowledge that female reproductive success may be more variable than classically considered, have stimulated exciting work investigating female aggression and the mechanisms that mediate it (e.g., Rosvall 2013, Stockley and Campbell 2013). Such studies may help to elucidate whether shared mechanisms have driven the evolution of aggressive behaviors such as territoriality in both males and females, or whether similar behaviors are governed by distinct forces across the sexes.
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Table 1: Descriptions of territorial behaviors exhibited by female *Anolis gundlachi* during focal observations. The names and descriptions of these behaviors are consistent with behavioral indices used in other studies of *Anolis* behavior (e.g., Flieshman 1988).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perch Change</td>
<td>Any movement by focal lizard from one perch to another (e.g., jump from tree trunk to ground)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foraging Event</td>
<td>Any consumption of prey by focal lizard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>Performance of head-bobs, pushups, dewlap extensions, and/or use of display modifiers, such as dorso-ventral flattening by focal lizard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement Display</td>
<td>Displays performed by focal lizard in the absence of any observed conspecific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction Display</td>
<td>Displays performed during an interaction, when the other lizard was within one meter of the focal lizard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escalated Aggression</td>
<td>Interactions in which the focal lizard proceeded to posturing (e.g, open mouth, assuming a lateral position toward non-focal lizard) chasing, lunging at, or biting the non-focal lizard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2**: Results of t-tests examining potential differences in measured variables across sampling years for both male and female *Anolis gundlachi*. The data have been log transformed. Locations represent the number of observations of a lizard used to calculate territory (50% kernel utilization distributions, “KUDs”) and home range sizes (95% KUDs and 95% minimum convex polygons, “MC PPs”). Body condition is represented by the residuals of log_{10} mass regressed on log_{10} snout-vent length, with males and females analyzed separately due to the substantial sexual dimorphism in body condition.

Significance values were assigned as follows: \( p > 0.05 = \text{NS} \), \( p < 0.05 = * \), \( p < 0.01 = ** \), \( p < 0.001 = *** \), \( p < 0.0001 = **** \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>2015 Mean ± Standard Deviation</th>
<th>2016 Mean ± Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Females</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 n = 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Locations</td>
<td>0.948 ± 0.165</td>
<td>1.31 ± 0.127</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% MCP (m²)</td>
<td>-0.316 ± 0.654</td>
<td>0.388 ± 0.654</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 n = 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% KUD (m²)</td>
<td>0.428 ± 0.528</td>
<td>0.965 ± 0.528</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% KUD (m²)</td>
<td>-0.333 ± 0.452</td>
<td>0.175 ± 0.452</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Condition</td>
<td>0.0182 ± 0.038</td>
<td>-0.0322 ± 0.0235</td>
<td>****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Males</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 n = 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Locations</td>
<td>0.921 ± 0.154</td>
<td>1.16 ± 0.186</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% MCP (m²)</td>
<td>0.344 ± 0.706</td>
<td>0.411 ± 1.01</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016 n = 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Locations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% KUD (m²)</td>
<td>1.50 ± 0.600</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.576</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% KUD (m²)</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.555</td>
<td>0.696 ± 0.601</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Condition</td>
<td>0.00053 ± 0.437</td>
<td>-0.00112 ± 0.041</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 1**: Schematic representing the variation in behaviors performed by female *Anolis gundlachi* during focal observations of marked individuals in the wild. Descriptions of the categorized behaviors are presented in table 1.
**Figure 2:** Spatial distribution of male and female *Anolis gundlahci* within our study plots. Polygons represent the home ranges of individuals calculated as $\log_{10} 95\%$ minimum convex polygons (m$^2$). Polygons outlined in black represent male home ranges, and polygons in color represent female home ranges. Plots are provided for the five study plots included in the 2015 year of data collection (panels B – F), and the single plot examined in 2016 (panel A). (*Figure appears on the following page*)
**Figure 3:** Results of linear regressions evaluating the relationship between home range and territory size and the number of sightings used to calculate home range (95% minimum convex polygons, “MCPs,” in m²”) and territory sizes (50% kernel utilization distributions, “KUDs,” m²) of *Anolis gundlachi*. Data for females (plots A and B) and males (plots C and D) are depicted in two different panels. Females sampled in 2015 and 2016 were analyzed separately, and lizards sampled in 2015 are represented by open squares, and those in 2016 are represented by filled circles. Males from both years were considered together. Shaded areas indicate standard error. All data were log transformed. 

*(Figure appears on the following 2 pages)*
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Figure 4: Results of linear regressions evaluating the relationship between body condition and home range size (95% minimum convex polygons, “MCPs,” in m$^2$) and territory size (50% kernel utilization distributions, “KUDs,” in m$^2$) of Anolis gundlachi. Data for females (plots A and B) and males (plots C and D) are depicted in two different panels. Shaded areas indicate standard error. All data were log transformed. (Figure appears on the following two pages).
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CHAPTER 4

Evaluating the potential for testosterone to mediate aggressive behavior in wild female *Anolis gundlachi* lizards

Ellee G. Cook, Matthew B. Lovern, Manuel Leal

Abstract

Aggressive behavior is an important component of social interactions and is widespread across taxonomic groups. Individuals use aggression in social contexts including courtship, resource defense, and parental care, and it is common for aggressive behavior to vary among conspecifics. As such, researchers have long sought to elucidate the mechanisms that mediate this variation. Here, we investigated the potential for the hormone testosterone to predict aggressive behavior in female *Anolis gundlachi* lizards. Testosterone has been repeatedly implicated in the control of aggressive behavior in males of a variety of taxa, including males of several *Anolis* species, but its heterologous function in mediating female aggressive behavior remains understudied. Working in a free-living population of *A. gundlachi* in Puerto Rico, we characterized the baseline concentrations of circulating testosterone in male and female *A. gundlachi* to establish the potential for variation in testosterone to explain sex-differences in behavior. We then staged territorial intrusions between females, recorded their aggressive responses, and measured testosterone concentrations following interactions to evaluate the potential for testosterone to explain individual differences in aggression among females. In the general population, we found that male *A. gundlachi* exhibit significantly higher testosterone than females (males: mean = 7.63 ± 6.76 ng/mL, females: mean = 0.476 ± 0.808 ng/mL). Females used in the staged intrusions exhibited a repertoire of aggressive behaviors comparable to males, and aggression scores and testosterone concentrations differed
among females. We observed the trend that female *A. gundlachi* facing intruders that were larger than themselves exhibited higher aggression scores than females facing intruders of equivalent or smaller sizes than themselves. However, testosterone did not differ significantly across our treatments and was not associated with differences in aggression score. This is contrary to results in similar studies of males in other *Anolis* species, in which testosterone and aggression have been associated. Our findings do not support a heterologous function of testosterone in mediating aggressive behavior in both sexes, suggesting that aggression in females is modulated by a different mechanism.

**Introduction**

Aggression is an important component of social interactions and can vary substantially both within and across species (Collias 1944, Kravitz and Huber 2003, Nelson 2005). It functions in contexts such as territoriality, courtship, and parental care, and thus has the potential to exert significant influence on fitness (e.g., Yasukawa and Searcy 1982, Wolff 1993, Desjardins *et al.* 2012). Within species, aggression often varies among members of different age classes or between the sexes (e.g., birds: Groves 1978, insects: Bertram and Rook 2012, mammals: Benus *et al.* 1991, reptiles: Baird *et al.* 1996), an observation that has inspired a large body of work investigating the mechanisms that mediate intraspecific variation (e.g., Simon *et al.* 2006, Soma *et al.* 2008).

Among the variety of mechanisms hypothesized to mediate aggression, and animal behavior in general, few have been as widely investigated as the influence of circulating hormones on patterns of behavior (Adkins-Regan 2005, Svare 2013). In particular, the role of testosterone in modulating behavior has been well studied in a
diverse group of taxa (Leshner 1975, Adkins-Regan and Wade 2001, Nelson 2005) and has been associated with a variety of traits that influence fitness. For example, individual differences in testosterone are associated with variation in basal metabolic rate in house sparrows (*Passer domesticus*, Buchanan et al. 2001), can predict aggressive social rank in chacma baboons (*Papio hamadryas*, Bheener et al. 2006), and influence circadian patterns of behavior such as scent marking in Mongolian gerbils (*Meriones unguiculatus*, Probst et al. 1987). Testosterone profiles have been characterized for a diversity of species and have been correlated with differences in aggressive behavior both across and within species (e.g., Schlinger and Callard 1990, Negro et al. 2010, Rosvall 2013). For example, testosterone profiles vary substantially across bird species, such that baseline and seasonal differences in circulating testosterone vary in accordance with life history traits associated with aggression, such as mating system, territoriality, and population density (reviewed in Hau et al. 2008). Within species, there are often differences in aggressive behavior between the sexes and among individuals. For example, males often exhibit both more frequent aggression and higher concentrations of testosterone than females, suggesting a role for testosterone in mediating sex differences in aggressive behavior (e.g., Møller et al. 2005, Hews et al. 2012, but see Goymann et al. 2001).

Although aggression has been associated with aggression in many cases, (e.g., Greenberg and Crews 1990, Wingfield *et al.* 1990, Muller and Wrangham 2004), there are also exceptions to this trend (e.g., Woodley and Moore 1999, Logan and Wingfield 1990). Thus, while testosterone and aggression are correlated in many cases, the heterogeneity of results also indicates that testosterone is only one player within the complex suite of traits that mediate aggression (reviewed in Olivera 2005, Rosvall 2013).
In some species, males and females exhibit comparable repertoires of aggressive behavior (Clutton-Brock 2007, 2009). Although differences may exist in the frequency of behaviors or the contexts in which they are used, there are examples in which both sexes utilize similar behavioral patterns in pursuit of the same goal (e.g., display behaviors in lizards, Martins 1991, and singing behavior in birds, Langmore 1998). For instance, both males and females of many species exhibit territoriality and utilize aggressive behaviors to establish and maintain those territories (e.g., Levin and Wingfield 1992, Mahrt 1998, Wolff and Peterson 1998). Furthermore, intraspecific variation in aggression can also occur in both sexes. In the sage brush lizard (*Sceloporus graciosus*), both males and females exhibit repeatable individual variation in the use of push-up displays, a behavior that plays a role in territorial defense and resource competition (Martins 1991). In the Midas cichlid (*Cichlasoma citrinellum*), females become more aggressive than males in adulthood, but members of both sexes exhibit different and repeatable ‘behavioral profiles’ in response to staged agonistic interactions (Francis 1990). Such cases encourage pursuing opportunities to investigate whether the same behaviors are mediated by a shared mechanism across the sexes.

Here, we characterized the testosterone profiles of free-living male and female *Anolis gundlachi* lizards and evaluated the potential for testosterone to mediate aggression in female *A. gundlachi*. Several species in the genus *Anolis* have figured prominently in studies of animal aggression. Male *Anolis* lizards exhibit highly stereotyped aggressive behaviors as part of territorial defense, including species-specific patterns of dewlap (i.e., throat fan) extensions, push-up and head-bob displays, and ritualized fighting behaviors, and these were some of the first behaviors to be extensively
characterized for members of this genus (e.g., Greenberg and Noble 1944, Echelle et al. 1971, Jenssen 1977, Carpenter 1978). Since then, a large body of work has investigated aggressive behavior and how it varies, both across and within different *Anolis* species. For example, phylogenetic studies have revealed that species that occur on different islands in the Greater Antilles but belong to the same ecomorph exhibit consistent patterns of territorial behavior (e.g., display rates, territory size), suggesting that the behavioral and morphological attributes of these ecomorphs in combination with microhabitat likely influenced the evolution of inter-specific differences in aggression among *Anolis* species (Losos 1990, Beuttell and Losos 1999, Johnson et al. 2010).

Within species, many studies have described intra-specific variation in aggression and evaluated the mechanisms that mediate it. In particular, individual variation in body size and circulating hormones were some of the first traits hypothesized to mediate intraspecific variation in *Anolis* aggression, and have been the subjects of both observational and manipulative work over the last several decades (e.g., Mason and Adkins 1976, Tokarz 1985, Jenssen et al. 2005, Husak et al. 2007).

Although many studies have investigated the aggressive behavior of *Anolis* lizards, there are several important limitations to our current dataset. First, although *Anolis* is a genus highly rich in species, a significant portion of the work investigating mechanisms that mediate aggression has focused on a handful of species (e.g., *A. carolinensis* and *A. sagrei*). As a result, the overarching framework developed to understand the mechanistic control of territoriality and aggression in the genus stems heavily from data collected from these species (e.g., Evans 1936 & 1938, Mason and Adkins 1976, Schoener and Schoener 1982, Greenberg and Crews 1990). Nonetheless,
descriptive work conducted in the field with free-living lizards has yielded detailed accounts of aggressive behavior in other *Anolis* species, demonstrating that many patterns of territorial behavior are shared across the genus (e.g., Stamps 1973, Philibosian 1975, Johnson *et al.* 2010). Second, the influence of traits such as circulating hormones, which have been associated with aggressive behavior in laboratory and field investigations with well-studied *Anolis* species, has yet to be examined in the field or at all in many other species (Tokarz 1985, Wade 2005, Husak *et al.* 2007, but see Husak and Lovern 2014). Finally, even within well-studied species, much of the work investigating aggression in *Anolis* lizards has focused on male behavior with relatively little direct consideration of natural female behavior beyond their interactions with males and reproduction (e.g., Jones *et al.* 1983, Tokarz and Crews 1981). This is problematic, as territorial and other aggressive behaviors have been documented in females of several *Anolis* species (Andrews 1971, Stamps 1973, Jenssen and Nunez 1998, Nunez *et al.* 2007, Reedy 2017), and recent work with lizards and other animal groups suggest that female-female competition and intraspecific variation in female aggression, in particular, may exert stronger influence social dynamics than historically presumed (Clutton-Brock 2007, Stockely and Campbell 2013, Rosvall 2013).

Working in a free-living population of *A. gundlachi* in Puerto Rico, we measured concentrations of circulating testosterone in adult males and females in order to characterize baseline concentrations and to assess variation in testosterone within and across the sexes. Based on previous studies in other *Anolis* species, we hypothesized that females would exhibit lower testosterone concentrations than males (Lovern *et al.* 2001, Cox *et al.* 2015). Our previous work with *A. gundlachi* indicates that females exhibit
aggressive behaviors associated with territoriality and that aggression varies between individuals (Cook et al. In Preparation). We hypothesized that circulating concentrations of testosterone would be positively associated with aggression in female A. gundlachi, as has been shown in male Anolis (Tokarz 1985, Husak and Lovern 2014). To test this hypothesis, we staged territorial intrusions among females, recorded their aggressive responses, and measured circulating concentrations of testosterone following interactions. Finally, we also measured circulating concentrations of corticosterone for all lizards in this study. Corticosterone is a glucocorticoid that is associated with mobilizing resources during stressful experiences including agonistic interactions and has thus also been associated with aggression in several taxa (reviewed in Sapolsky 2000, Summers and Winberg 2006). As such, we also assessed baseline concentrations of corticosterone in male and female A. gundlachi and considered the potential for an association between corticosterone and aggressive behavior in females, although our primary focus remained in evaluating the influence of testosterone.

Materials and Methods

Study Location and Focal Species

This work was conducted in the Luquillo Experimental forest near El Verde Field Station in Puerto Rico in July and August of 2017, which is in the midst of the breeding season of our focal species (Rand 1964). Anolis gundlachi occurs abundantly in this area and is considered a trunk-ground ectomorph. It is most frequently observed on the trunks of trees at approximately 1 meter above the ground but also ventures to the forest floor for foraging and social interactions (Rand 1964, Rodriguez-Robles et al. 2005).
Female *A. gundlachi* exhibit territorial behavior that is comparable to the highly stereotyped territoriality observed in male *A. gundlachi*, and other *Anolis* species (Cook *et al. In Preparation*). Many individuals exhibit high site fidelity and can be found in the same area over a period of at least several weeks. Female territories are typically smaller than those defended by males and can vary considerably in size in shape. Nevertheless, females use very similar behavioral repertoire of those used by males, as females often behave aggressively toward conspecifics that come within a certain distance or crossed putative territory boundaries (Cook *et al. In Preparation*).

**Baseline Hormone Concentrations of General Population**

We sought to characterize baseline concentrations of testosterone and corticosterone, as well as any standing variation in the concentrations of these hormones, among the general population of adult male and female *A. gundlachi*. We captured adults by noose and collected a sample of whole blood from the suborbital sinus using a heparinized capillary tube. We only analyzed samples that were collected within an approximately five-minute window between initiating pursuit of the lizard and successful blood collection. This window was observed by setting a stop watch and implemented to standardize, if not also reduce, the potential effects of capture and handling on hormone profiles (methodology after Husak and Lovern 2014). Whole blood samples were stored on ice. Individuals were then stored in bags and transported to the field station, where we measured their mass and SVL and collected a drop of blood for a smear to be used in a different study. Plasma was separated by spinning in a centrifuge and pipetted into a new tube to be stored in at -20°C. Plasma samples were later transported to the University of Missouri for storage, and ultimately to Oklahoma State University for hormone analyses.
(see methods below). All residents were returned to their site of capture within 24 hours. To avoid resampling, we only worked in a particular area for a few days. Each captured lizard was labeled using a marker which lasted for at least three days, and any individual that was already marked when captured was not resampled.

**Staged Territorial Intrusions**

To assess whether circulating concentrations of testosterone changed in the context of territorial interactions, we staged territorial intrusions among female *A. gundlachi* in the field. We used a paradigm based on a similar study conducted with male *Anolis* lizards (Husak and Lovern 2014), which also resembles methods used in studies of behavioral endocrinology in other groups of lizards (e.g., Smith and John-Adler 1999).

Intruder trials were staged by presenting a free-living female *A. gundlachi* (hereafter referred to as a resident female) with a conspecific female gently tethered to an apparatus made from a 10.2cm X 15.2cm plastic lid of a Critter Carrier cage glued to an approximately 20.3cm X 20.3cm piece of plastic sheeting (i.e., intruder female). Resident females were located by visually scanning an area of forest for female *A. gundlachi* perched singly on a tree, and behaving naturally. Based on our previous work, female *A. gundlachi* perching alone on trees are likely to be in their territories and are also therefore likely to behave aggressively toward conspecifics that venture close to these territories (Cook *et al.* In Preparation). Intruder females were captured approximately 12 hours prior to conducting each day’s trials at a site of at least 100m from the area where trials were to be conducted. Prior to trials, we measured the snout-vent length (SVL) of each intruder and gently tethered an intruder to the apparatus using dental floss such that the female could move and display but not escape. We attached a string (approximately 3m
in length) to the apparatus, which was used to retract the apparatus at the conclusion of trials. Each intruder was used for no more than two consecutive trials, and no intruders incurred injuries in the trials.

Once a resident female was located, an observer would note the time and approximate perching position of the resident female and slowly approach the tree to place the intruder apparatus within approximately 30cm of the tree’s base. The presence of a conspecific at this distance simulates a territorial intrusion, and is likely to elicit an aggressive response (Cook et al. In Preparation). After placing the intruder, the observer would slowly back away to a position of at least 3m from the resident’s tree, carrying with them the end of the string attached to the intruder apparatus. At this point, the observer would note the time and begin a 10-minute observation of the resident female, recording all the behaviors performed by the resident with a digital voice recorder. In particular, we noted any behaviors characteristic of Anolis territoriality (further details listed below, Table 1). We also noted any changes in the resident’s position relative to the intruder, such as the distance or height from the intruder or the resident’s head position (i.e., toward or away from the intruder). At the conclusion of the 10-minute observation, the observer would slowly pull the string attached to the intruder apparatus in order to pull the apparatus away from the tree and back to the observer, with the intent to minimize disturbance to the resident by a second approach to the tree. The observer then continued to follow the resident for a 20-minute period, after which the observer attempted to capture the resident by noose. If the resident was captured within approximately 5 minutes, we collected a blood sample using the same methods described for the general population. Samples were stored on ice until returning to the field station,
where we separated plasma as described for baseline measurements (see sections above and below for descriptions of sampling and hormone analysis, respectively). Residents were then stored in bags and transported to the field station, where we measured their mass and snout-vent length (SVL). All residents were returned to their site of capture within 24 hours. We implemented the same strategies described for the general-population study to avoid re-sampling in the staged intrusion study.

Some females exhibited highly aggressive behavior toward intruders. However, residents were not allowed to repeatedly attack the intruder; if escalated aggression occurred (e.g., lunging with the intent to bite), the observer could prematurely remove the intruder from the interaction by standing and retracting the string attached to the apparatus. In these cases, the observation period was cut short, but we proceeded with the same protocol after removal of the intruder.

We also conducted two control treatments following the same methodology described above but altering the apparatus presented to the residents. In one control treatment, we presented resident females with the apparatus without a conspecific tethered to it. This control was intended to assess the residents’ potential behavioral and/or hormonal responses to the presence of the apparatus and is hereafter referred to as the “apparatus” treatment. In the second control treatment, we approached the residents’ trees but did not place anything at the base. This treatment was intended to assess whether the residents’ behavior and/or hormone profiles changed in response to the presence of the observer and is hereafter referred to as the “approach” treatment. Trials with the conspecific intruder present on the apparatus are referred to as the “conspecific” treatment.
Scoring Behavioral Observations

In order to compare territorial behavior across individuals, we developed an index of aggressive behaviors to score our observations of females during the three treatments of the staged territorial intrusions. As female *A. gundlachi* exhibit a similar repertoire of behaviors as male *Anolis* lizards, we based this index on others used previously in studies of male aggression (e.g., Fleishman 1988, Husak and Lovern 2014). We considered the following behaviors to be associated with territory defense and awarded the respective value each time the behavior was observed: approach, display, posturing, and escalation (see Table 1 for descriptions of behaviors and associated weights for scoring). We calculated an overall aggression score for each female by summing the values awarded for all aggressive behaviors observed. For each individual that performed at least one aggressive behavior (n = 16, behaviors described in Table 1), we denoted in Table 2 both the aggression score and behavior pattern through which the individual achieved that score.

Calculating Body Condition

To assess body condition, we collected the residual values of each individual’s mass regressed on its SVL. Male and female body conditions were assessed separately, with respect to the substantial amount of sexual size dimorphism present between males and females of the *A. gundlachi* population we worked with (methods match those used in Cook *et al*. In Preparation).

Hormone Assays

Methods for hormone measurement were modeled after Husak and Lovern (2014). We measured plasma concentrations of testosterone and corticosterone using
radioimmunoassay (RIA) following extraction and separation by column chromatography (Wingfield and Farner, 1975). All samples were run singly. We recorded the volume of plasma for each sample to the nearest microliter (7.79 ± 4.83 µl), and then combined plasma with 0.5 ml of ddH2O. Samples were equilibrated overnight at 4° C with -1000 cpm of ³H testosterone (NET-370, 70 Ci/mmol) and ³H corticosterone (NET-399, 71 Cimmol) from PerkingElmer Life Sciences, Inc. (Boston, MA) for recovery determinations. We extracted each sample twice with 2 ml diethyl ether dried under nitrogen gas in a 37° C water bath. Samples were then reconstituted in 0.5 ml of 10% ethyl acetate in isooctane for use in chromatography. We made columns consisting of a diatomaceous earth:ethylene glycol:propylene upper phase (4:1:1 m:v:v) and a diatomaceous earth:ddH2O lower phase. We used “Celpure” diatomaceous earth from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). After placing samples on columns, neutral lipids were removed with 1.5 ml isooctane dihydrotestosterone was removed with 2ml 10% ethyl acetate in isooctane, and both were discarded. Testosterone was removed with 2 ml 20% ethyl acetate in isooctane, corticosterone was removed with 2.5 mL of 52% ethyl acetate in isooctane, and both were collected into individual test tubes. Samples were dried under nitrogen gas in a 37° C water bath, resuspended in phosphate buffer, and refrigerated overnight at 4° C. We performed competitive binding RIAs using titrated steroid tracer (see above), antisera from Wein Laboratories for testosterone (T-3003; Suucasunna, NJ), Sigma-Aldrich for corticosterone (C8784), and steroid standards from Sigma-Aldrich. Standard curves ranged from 1.95 to 500 pg for testosterone, and 3.91 to 1000 pg for corticosterone. Samples were run singly, and adjusted for individual recovery and initial sample volume. Average testosterone recovery was 73%, and corticosterone was 50%.
Average intra-assay coefficients of variation (CV) based on 4 aliquots from a standard pool for testosterone were 10.1%, and 9.5% for corticosterone.

Although the assay was successful, a substantial portion of our samples contained testosterone at concentrations that were not detectable by this assay (35%, 55 of 157). Other studies of lizard endocrinology using the same radioimmunoassay technique have also observed non-detectable hormone concentrations—for example, 21% of the samples in a study of Texas horned lizards (*Phrynosoma cornutum*) presented with non-detectable concentrations of estradiol (Wack *et al.* 2008). We treated non-detectable samples in the same way the authors of that study did, and assigned these samples the minimum detectable dose (0.1 pg/mL), and then corrected for individual recovery and sample volume to establish a hormone concentration for these individuals (after Wack *et al.* 2008). In some of our analyses, we treated hormone concentration as a dichotomous variable by coding samples as “detectable” or “undetectable,” with those treated with the correction just described considered in the undetectable group.

*Statistical Analyses*

All statistics were calculated using R (R Software version 3.5.2) in R Studio (RStudio, Inc. version 1.1.463). Because of the high occurrence of low values for both aggression scores and hormone concentrations, our data were not normally distributed. No transformation effectively fit these data to a normal distribution, and thus we used non-parametric tests to compare hormone concentrations across males and females in the general population, and of females in the three treatments of the staged intrusions. We used Mann-Whitney tests to compare baseline hormone concentrations between males and females. Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare hormone concentrations and
aggression scores across the three treatments and baseline concentrations. To evaluate the potential influence of size asymmetry between residents and intruders on aggressive responses, we used Kruskal-Wallis tests to assess whether female residents that were larger than or equal in body length (SVL) to intruders exhibited differences in aggression score, testosterone, or corticosterone relative to females smaller than the intruder they faced. We used Kruskal-Wallis tests to compare hormone concentrations between females that performed at least one aggressive behavior as part of the staged intrusions and those that performed no behaviors. Unless otherwise specified, descriptive statistics are presented as mean ± standard deviation.

We also evaluated whether undetectable concentrations of testosterone were equally likely to occur in males and females of the general population and across the three treatments of the staged intrusion study. The impetus for this was the possibility that the likelihood of finding undetectably low concentrations would be unequal across treatments or between males and females. If testosterone is naturally much lower in female *A. gundlachi* than in males, the likelihood of observing an undetectable value for testosterone may be higher for females. Similarly, if testosterone is associated with aggression in female *A. gundlachi* and the presence of a conspecific female elicits aggression, it may be more likely to find undetectably low concentrations in the controls of our staged intrusion study than in the treatment which presented the female with a conspecific. We tested the possibility that the likelihood of observing undetectable testosterone concentrations differs across our groups, and predicted that undetectable concentrations would be more common in 1) female *A. gundlachi* from the general population relative to males, and 2) females in the control treatments for the staged
intrusions relative to females in the experimental treatment. To do so, we ran hurdle models with samples that were below the sensitivity of the assay assigned a value of zero (hurdle function in the brms package in R, Burkner 2017). The hurdle models use a two-step process, first fitting the probability of zero (i.e., undetectable concentrations) and non-zero values (i.e., detectable concentrations), and then fitting a gamma distribution to the zero and non-zero values. We fit four different candidate models for each data set (i.e., general population [two groups: males and females] and females from staged intrusions [three groups: approach, apparatus, and conspecific treatments]): 1) equal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups (e.g., either males and females or across the three staged intrusion treatments), fit to the same gamma distribution; 2) equal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to different gamma distributions for each group; 3) unequal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to same gamma distribution; and 4) unequal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to different gamma distributions for each group (Tables 3 and 4). We report the weights of the different models (i.e., the metric that indicates the support for each model), as well as the LOO ELPD of the models with respective standard error.

**Results**

*Baseline Hormone Concentrations in the General Population*

There is a weak but significant correlation between plasma volume and testosterone concentrations across all lizards measured in our study (p <0.001, tau = 0.22, Figure 1). In the general population (i.e., baseline concentrations), we measured
testosterone and corticosterone concentrations for 28 female and 70 male *A. gundlachi*. Males were larger than females, with an average SVL of 63.3 mm ± 4.35 mm and mass of 6.27 g ± 1.33 g, relative to females with an average SVL of 45.85 mm ± 1.35 mm and mass of 2.41 g ± 0.264 g. On average, circulating testosterone was nearly sixteen times higher in males than in females (males: mean = 7.63 ± 6.76 ng/mL, females: mean = 0.476 ± 0.78 ng/mL, p = < 0.001, Figure 2). The range of variation in testosterone was also much larger in males than in females (males: range = 0.0241 ng/mL – 29.1 ng/mL, female: range = 0.0153 ng/mL – 2.85 ng/mL, Figure 2). The number of undetectable concentrations of testosterone was higher for females than males in the general population, with more than half of the concentrations measured for females being undetectable (67% for females [n = 19], 10% for males [n = 7]).

For our zero-inflated gamma models for the general population (Table 3), the model with unequal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the sexes fit to different gamma distributions for the sexes had the highest weight (model four: 94.4%, LOO ELPD -256.1, SE = 13.6). The other three models had low to zero weights (model 1: weight = 0%, LOO ELPD = -281.0, SE = 12.6; model 2: weight = 5.6%, LOO ELPD = -271.5, SE = 12.7; model 4: weight = 0%, LOO ELPD = -256.1, SE = 13.6) Our finding that model four had the most support suggests that there is a difference in the likelihood of observing undetectable concentrations across the sexes.

Finally, corticosterone also varied between and within the sexes (Figure 3). On average, corticosterone concentrations more than twice as high in females than in males (females: mean = 6.99 ± 6.536 ng/mL; males: mean = 3.06 ± 2.85 ng/mL; p = < 0.001).

Hormone Concentrations in Staged Intrusions
We calculated aggression scores and measured circulating testosterone concentrations for 32 females with our staged territorial intrusion paradigm (conspecific = 16, apparatus = 8, approach = 8). For two females (one each from the approach and apparatus treatments), we collected data on behavior but lost hormone samples as part of the radioimmunoassay. Thus, any comparisons considering aggression alone include all individuals whose behavior we recorded (conspecific = 16, apparatus = 9, approach = 9), but comparisons incorporating hormone data exclude the behavior scores of those two lost samples.

The average SVL and mass of females used in this study was 45.2 mm ± 1.96 mm and 2.16 g ± 0.288 g, respectively. We collected hormone and behavioral data for eight females tested in each of the two control treatments (i.e., approach and apparatus), and 16 were tested in the staged territorial intrusion interactions (i.e., conspecific treatment). Females exhibited different degrees of aggression, but the aggression scores did not differ significantly across the three treatments (p = 0.34, Figure 4). The highest scores were observed in the conspecific treatment (max = 111, mean = 16.94 ± 27.65). However, females in the control treatments did exhibit a few signaling displays, which are considered aggressive but are weighted lower than the escalated aggression observed for some females facing a conspecific in our scoring technique (Approach: max = 10, mean = 2.63 ± 3.89, Apparatus: max =11, mean = 2.88 ± 3.91). Aggression scores were not correlated with testosterone (Figure 6). Testosterone concentrations did not differ between females (n=13) that performed no aggressive behavior and those (n=19) that performed at least one aggressive behavior (Kruksal Wallis test, n = 13, p > 0.8).
We also evaluated whether asymmetry in body length between residents and intruders was associated with differences in aggressive response among the females in the conspecific treatment. We found that aggression scores were marginally higher for resident females that faced a larger intruder (mean = 7.90 ± 10.9, range = 0 – 31) than for resident females that faced a same-size or smaller intruder (mean = 32.0 ± 40.2, range = 5 – 111; p = 0.057, Figure 5). Neither testosterone (equal or larger: mean = 0.767 ng/mL ± 1.12 ng/mL, range = 0.296 ng/mL – 4.95 ng/mL; smaller: mean = 10.0 ng/mL ± 2.38 ng/mL, range = 0.023 ng/mL – 5.90 ng/mL) nor corticosterone (equal or larger: mean = 2.05 ng/mL ± 1.88 ng/mL, range = 0.113 ng/mL – 4.95 ng/mL; smaller: mean = 2.18 ng/mL ± 0.308 ng/mL, range 0.315 ng/mL – 3.75 ng/mL) differed significantly between these groups (p values for both comparisons were > 0.4).

We expanded our comparison of testosterone and corticosterone concentrations to include not only females in the experimental treatments, but also those for which we measured only baseline concentrations. Corticosterone was significantly higher in baseline females than in females from any other treatment (p < 0.001, Figures 7 and 8). Neither testosterone nor body condition differed significantly between any of the four treatments (p values for all comparisons were > 0.50).

For the females in the three treatments of the staged intrusions trials (Table 4), only model one received support (equal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups fit to the same gamma distribution for both groups; weight = 100%, LOO ELPD -58.9, SE = 11.5). Models two, three, and four all had weights of 0% (model 2: LOO ELPD = -60.0, SE = 11.8; model 3: LOO ELPD = -60.6, SE = 11.7; model 4: LOO ELPD = -62.1, SE = 12.2). Our finding that only model one
received support suggests that there is an equal probability of observing undetectable concentrations in all three of our treatments.

**Discussion**

The influence of testosterone on aggression has been widely investigated in a variety of animals, including *Anolis* lizards. However, few studies have characterized the heterologous function of testosterone in mediating female behaviors. Furthermore, few studies have characterized the profiles of circulating testosterone for free-living males and females of the same species. Here, we investigated the potential for baseline concentrations of circulating testosterone to vary across male and female *Anolis gundlachi*, and tested the hypothesis that individual variation in female aggressive behavior is associated with differences in testosterone. Male *A. gundlachi* exhibit significantly higher baseline concentrations of circulating testosterone than females do (Figure 2). Testosterone concentrations varied among individuals in both males and females, establishing the potential for differences in circulating hormone concentrations to explain differences in behavior. However, differences in aggression between females during agonistic interactions were not explained by differences in testosterone (Table 2, Figure 6). This observation is contrary to results from studies in males of other *Anolis* species (e.g., Tokarz 1985, Husak and Lovern 2014) and suggests that testosterone does not have a heterologous function across both sexes as a modulator of aggressive behavior.

Our finding that male *A. gundlachi* generally exhibit higher concentrations of testosterone than females aligns with observations in other taxonomic groups (reviewed in Wingfield 1984, Goymann and Wingfield 2014). This pattern has also been observed in laboratory studies of males and females of other *Anolis* species, but there is limited
data for both sexes for anoles in the wild (but see Tokarz et al. 1998, Jenssen et al. 2001). Field data collected from males of multiple *Anolis* species distributed across several islands in the Caribbean indicate that testosterone concentrations differ among species and ecomorphs (Husak and Lovern 2014). Further studies of wild anoles that include measurements of female hormone concentrations may help to establish whether the pattern we observed among wild *A. gundlachi* and other researchers have observed in the lab is common across the genus, or whether further differences exist among the sexes, and across species, ecomorphs, or geographical locations.

Territorial aggression is well characterized in male *Anolis* lizards, and our results demonstrate that female *A. gundlachi* exhibit aggressive behaviors similar to males when facing territorial intruders. Females in our staged intrusion study performed displays such as dewlap extensions and pushups, postural modifications such as dorsoventral flattening, and engaged in physical confrontations including lunging at intruders (Tables 1 and 2). Although we observed females approaching the base of the tree and a few bouts of display behaviors by some females in the treatments in which we only walked up to the tree (approach) or presented females with an empty apparatus (apparatus), we only observed escalation in the behavioral trajectory of females presented with a conspecific intruder (Table 2). We observed display behavior by four out of 18 females in the treatments that did not include a conspecific intruder (i.e., approach and apparatus treatments), but these females did not perform more than two bouts of display (Table 2). This is much lower than females that were presented with a conspecific, in which 11 out of 16 females performed displays and two exhibited escalated aggressive behaviors (Table 2). This suggests that the presence of a conspecific elicits more aggressive
behaviors in female *A. gundlachi*. These results align with our previous work with *A. gundlachi* (Cook *et al.* In Preparation) and with recent work in female *Anolis sagrei* (Reedy *et al.* 2017), which demonstrates that both males and females exhibit similar repertoires of territorial behaviors in response to conspecific intruders, although at different frequencies and intensities.

We observed substantial differences in aggressive behavior among females during staged agonistic interactions. Some females quickly and repeatedly performed aggressive displays and attempted physical confrontations with the intruder, while others never displayed at or approached the intruder (Table 2). We hypothesized that such differences in aggression would be explained by one of two factors: 1) asymmetry in resident-intruder body sizes, and 2) resident circulating testosterone. Females facing an intruder that was larger than themselves exhibited more aggression than those facing intruders that were the same length or smaller than themselves (Figure 5), suggesting that asymmetry in body size may influence aggressive behavior. However, our findings failed to support the hypothesis that differences in testosterone predict differences in aggression. Although corticosterone, testosterone and aggression all varied among females, hormone concentrations did not differ significantly across the three treatments, indicating that the presence of a conspecific alone did not elicit a change in hormone concentration in females (Figures 8 and 9). Furthermore, testosterone was unrelated to aggression scores (Figure 6). Interestingly, a female that exhibited the highest aggressive behavior score in our study (score = 111) and several females that exhibited no aggressive behaviors (score = 0, n = 9) all had undetectably low concentrations. Thus, our results suggest that testosterone does not explain variation in aggression in female *A. gundlachi*. 
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The finding that females facing intruders that were larger than themselves behaved more aggressively than those facing intruders of equal size or smaller has also been observed in other animal groups, and several hypotheses have been proposed to explain this behavior (e.g., Morrell et al. 2005). For instance, the ‘desperado effect’ hypothesis posits that small individuals may be more motivated to engage in aggression because they are unlikely to be able to secure resources in the future and thus benefit from initiating an aggressive interaction immediately or sustaining high aggression during an encounter to improve their already limited chances of winning a resource contest (Grafen 1987). Aggressive interactions can be costly, both in terms of resource expenditure and risk of injury or death, and thus individuals should theoretically engage in aggression as little as possible (e.g., Marler and Moore 1989, Knell 2009). By engaging in agonistic interactions quickly and aggressively, small individuals may deter large individuals from engaging in the interaction in favor of a contest they might win more easily. Success in contests has been associated with contest initiation in other groups (e.g., Taylor et al. 2001, Morrell 2004). Female A. gundlachi that faced intruders larger than themselves may have engaged in escalated aggression to improve their chances of contest success as part of a tactic like the desperado effect. Future work should explore how asymmetries in body size between residents and intruders influence the outcome of territorial interactions in females.

Many females in our study, both from the general population and the staged territorial intrusions, exhibited testosterone concentrations that were undetectable in our assay—67% for the general population and 68% for the staged intrusions. Only 10% of males exhibited undetectable testosterone concentrations. Furthermore, males in the
general population had testosterone concentrations that were sixteen times higher than females, on average. Taken together, these findings suggest that female *A. gundlachi* may generally have very low circulating concentrations of testosterone relative to males. Furthermore, the results of our hurdle models indicate that there was no difference in the likelihood of observing undetectable concentrations across our three treatments (i.e., approach, apparatus, and conspecific; Table 4). If testosterone and aggression were associated, we would expect to observe more undetectably low concentrations in the two controls relative to the females that faced an intruder, the treatment in which aggressive behavior is most likely to occur. The fact that we did not observe this pattern in our study lends further support to our conclusion that testosterone is not associated with aggression in *A. gundlachi*.

Studies of testosterone in other *Anolis* species also report low testosterone concentrations in females. For example, Jenssen *et al.* (2001) reported concentrations of 0.02 ± 0.01 ng/mL in female *A. carolinensis*, and Cox *et al.* (2014) reported concentrations of 0.366 ± 0.42 ng/mL in female *A. sagrei*. Both are lower than the average concentration we observed in female *A. gundlachi* from the general population (0.44 ± 0.78 ng/mL). Thus, it may be that female *Anolis* lizards, in general, exhibit very low concentrations of circulating testosterone relative to males. When females are experimentally implanted with testosterone and achieve circulating concentrations that are similar to males, they exhibit behavior patterns that more closely resemble males, including substantially heightened aggression (Mason and Adkins 1976, Lovern *et al.* 2001). As such, testosterone does have the potential to induce male-like aggression in female anoles. However, our observation that females with very low testosterone exhibit
aggressive behavior, including many with concentrations below the detection sensitivity of the radioimmunoassay technique used in this study and many others (e.g., Tokarz 1985, Jenssen et al. 2001, Lovern et al. 2001, Cox et al. 2014, Husak and Lovern 2014), suggests that circulating testosterone may not be a major driver of aggression in female *A. gundlachi*.

We also found no association between aggression and corticosterone in our study. Corticosterone has been associated with aggression in several different animal groups (reviewed in McEwen 2000, Nelson 2005). Because one of the most important functions of corticosterone is to mobilize energy reserves to fuel behavioral interactions, it can be an important player in agonistic interactions (reviewed in Sapolsky 2000). Studies of corticosterone species in several different groups suggest a relationship between the glucocorticoid and aggression (reviewed in Summers and Winberg 2006). However, our observation that corticosterone and aggression were not associated is also supported in the literature (e.g., Denardo and Licht 1993, Oyegbile and Marler 2006, Garamszegi et al. 2012). It has been hypothesized that there is a trade-off between the expression of testosterone and corticosterone, but we found no evidence of such a trade-off (Figure 9). This finding suggests that exposing *A. gundlachi* to the staged intrusion paradigm did not induce production of corticosterone to a concentration that might have masked the expression of testosterone. Taken together, our findings suggest that there is standing variation in both hormones and aggression in *A. gundlachi*, but that neither hormone measured in the present study is likely to be a major modulator of aggressive behaviors in female *A. gundlachi*.
Efforts to include both males and females in endocrinology studies have revealed complexity in hormone-behavior relationships. For example, work with a songbird suggests that females faced with an intruder exhibited lower testosterone than control females, and female iguanas that engaged in aggressive interactions had lower testosterone than non-aggressive females (Elekonich and Wingfield 2000, Rubenstein and Wikelski 2005). Sex differences in hormone production, metabolism, and response initiated during development may translate to different associations between hormones and behavior in adults of the two sexes. The size differences between male and female *A. gundlachi*, for example, may result in substantial sex differences in the capacity of individuals to produce hormones, how quickly they move throughout the body, and the quantity required to elicit behavioral change (Simon 2002). As such, it will be important to consider how these potential differences may influence hormone-behavior relationships in males and females (Rosvall 2013).

While we find no evidence to support an association between plasma testosterone and/or corticosterone and aggression in *A. gundlachi* in our study, future work should consider the potential for different parts of the hormone production-expression-metabolism pathways to influence behavior (Sih *et al.* 2004, McGuire and Bentley 2010, Svare 2013, Rosvall 2013, Celec *et al.* 2015). We analyzed concentrations present in plasma in this study and observed no association between aggression and plasma concentrations of either. Future work considering individual variation in production of hormones (Sih *et al.* 2004, McGuire *et al.* 2010, Svare 2013, Rosvall 2013, Celec *et al.* 2015) or response to them (Canoine *et al.* 2007, Rosvall *et al.* 2012), such as individual
differences in receptor density, may help to elucidate the complex relationships between hormones, behavior, and fitness.

A growing body of literature suggests that female aggression is more than simply a byproduct of the evolution of aggression in males—aggressive interactions among females can have important implications for access to resources, the distribution of individuals across landscapes, and which individuals interact (reviewed in Stockley and Bro-Jørgensen 2011, Tobias et al. 2012, Clutton-Brock and Huchard 2013). The results of our study suggest that a similar suite of behaviors exhibited by male and female A. gundlachi may be differently influenced by a shared mechanism, or perhaps be mediated by different traits entirely. We encourage future studies to consider including both sexes when addressing the potential role of a given mechanism in modulating behaviors in order to develop more cohesive frameworks to understand those behaviors, and avoid the pitfalls of studies evaluating the mechanisms driving territoriality or aggression in just one sex.
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**Table 1:** Descriptions of the behaviors associated with territoriality in female *Anolis gundlachi*, based on accounts of territorial behavior in male *Anolis* lizards (e.g., Flieshman 1988, Husak and Lovern 2014). Also included are the variable names assigned to each behavior (for use in table 2), and the scores assigned to each. Weights associated with behaviors are based on observations of natural behavior of female *A. gundlachi*, and reflect the likelihood that individuals, in their natural habitat and social interactions, progress between performing increasingly aggressive behaviors (Cook *et al. In Preparation*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Representative Variable</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Movement to a distance within approximately 2 feet of the base of tree (approach only treatment), empty apparatus, or conspecific on apparatus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Performance of dewlap extensions, pushups, and/or head-bobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escalated Aggression</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Performance of posturing, opening of mouth, extension of tongue, and/or darkening of coloration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunge</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Lunging movement toward base of tree, apparatus, or conspecific (based on treatment), with obvious intent to strike</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: We observed the behavior of 34 females in the staged intrusion study—9 females in the treatment in which we only walked up to the resident’s tree (approach), 9 females in the treatment in which we presented the resident with an empty apparatus (apparatus), and 16 females in the treatment in which a conspecific was attached to the apparatus (conspecific). In total, nineteen females performed aggressive behaviors in the three treatments of the staged intrusions. Females exhibited different combinations of behaviors: \(W = \) approach within two feet of base of tree, apparatus, or conspecific; \(X = \) display (e.g., dewlap extension and pushups), \(Y = \) escalated aggression (posturing, opening of mouth), \(Z = \) lunge. Scores are calculated by awarding the following weights to each behavior: \(W = 1, X = 5, Y = 15, Z = 30\) (see Table 1 for descriptions of behaviors and weights). These behavioral scores were awarded based on assessment of behavioral observations of free-living females in their natural habitat and social context, and the calculated likelihood of exhibiting progressively more aggressive behaviors. The remaining 15 individuals performed no behaviors represented on this scale during focal observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lizard ID</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Bouts of Behavior</th>
<th>Behaviors Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GU011</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W + 6X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU012</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>W + X + 3Y + Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU013</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU014</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W + 2X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU017</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU018</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU022</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>W + 5X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU023</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU027</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>W + 7X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU029</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU034</td>
<td>Conspecific</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>W + X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU038</td>
<td>Apparatus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU039</td>
<td>Apparatus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU040</td>
<td>Apparatus</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>W + 2X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU041</td>
<td>Apparatus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU046</td>
<td>Apparatus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU048</td>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>W + X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU051</td>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU057</td>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Model comparison of four hurdle models predicting the probability of observing testosterone concentrations below the sensitivity of the assay among males and females in the general population. Samples that were below the sensitivity of the assay were assigned a value of zero. The hurdle models first fit the probability of observing zero and non-zero concentrations, and then fits the non-zero observations to a gamma distribution. We fit four different candidate models for the two groups (i.e., males and females) of the general population: 1) equal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups (e.g., males and females) fit to the same gamma distribution; 2) equal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to different gamma distributions for each group; 3) unequal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to same gamma distribution; and 4) unequal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to different gamma distributions for each group. We report the weights of the different models, as well as the LOO ELPD of the models with respective standard error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model: Parameters</th>
<th>LOO ELPD (Standard Error)</th>
<th>Model Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1: ( P[0]<em>{\text{shared}} \Gamma</em>{\text{shared}} )</td>
<td>-281.0 (12.6)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: ( P[0]<em>{\text{shared}} \Gamma</em>{\text{sex}} )</td>
<td>-271.5 (12.7)</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3: ( P[0]<em>{\text{sex}} \Gamma</em>{\text{shared}} )</td>
<td>-265.6 (14.2)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4: ( P[0]<em>{\text{sex}} \Gamma</em>{\text{sex}} )</td>
<td>-256.1 (13.6)</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Comparison of four hurdle models as in Table 3. We fit four different candidate models for the three treatment groups (i.e., approach, apparatus, and conspecific) of the staged intrusion study: 1) equal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups (i.e., approach, apparatus, and conspecific), fit to the same gamma distribution; 2) equal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to different gamma distributions for each group; 3) unequal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to same gamma distribution; and 4) unequal probability of the occurrence of undetectable concentrations in the different groups, fit to different gamma distributions for each group. We report the weights of the different models, as well as the LOO ELPD of the models with respective standard error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model: Parameters</th>
<th>LOO ELPD (Standard Error)</th>
<th>Model Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1: $P[0]<em>{\text{shared}} \Gamma</em>{\text{shared}}$</td>
<td>-58.9 (11.5)</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2: $P[0]<em>{\text{shared}} \Gamma</em>{\text{treatment}}$</td>
<td>-60.0 (11.8)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3: $P[0]<em>{\text{treatment}} \Gamma</em>{\text{shared}}$</td>
<td>-60.6 (11.7)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4: $P[0]<em>{\text{treatment}} \Gamma</em>{\text{treatment}}$</td>
<td>-62.1 (12.2)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Concentrations of circulating corticosterone and testosterone (ng/mL) relative to volume of plasma (uL) used for hormone analysis for each individual in the study (n = 121). Lines represent linear regressions, and shaded regions represent standard error. Corticosterone concentrations are represented with black circles, and testosterone concentrations are represented by grey triangles.
Figure 2: Baseline concentrations of circulating testosterone of males (n = 63) and females (n = 26) sampled from the general population of *Anolis gundlachi* at our study site. Median testosterone concentrations for males was 6.35 ng/mL, and the median concentration for females was 0.055 ng/mL. The box indicates the upper and lower 25% quartile range, the center lines indicate the median, and bars indicate the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers.
Figure 3: Baseline concentrations of circulating corticosterone of males (n = 63) and females (n = 26) sampled from the general population of Anolis gundlachi at our study site. Median corticosterone concentrations for males was 2.13 ng/mL, and the median concentration for females was 5.52 ng/mL. The box indicates the upper and lower 25% quartile range, the center lines indicate the median, and bars indicate the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers.
**Figure 4:** Aggression scores of females that behaved in the three treatments of the staged intrusion study (approach n = 9, apparatus = 9, conspecific = 16). These sample sizes include two individuals (one each from the approach and apparatus treatments) for which we measured aggressive responses, but lost hormone samples as part of the assay. Thus, those females are included here but excluded from the analyses integrating aggression and hormone concentrations. Median aggression scores for each of the three treatments are as follows: approach = 0, apparatus = 1, conspecific = 1.85. The box indicates the upper and lower 25% quartile range, the center lines indicate the median, and bars indicate the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers.
**Figure 5**: A comparison of the aggression scores of females in the treatment of the staged intrusion study that presented residents with conspecific intruders. Females were separated into two categories. The first box represents females that faced intruders that they were either larger than or of the same size as (median aggression score = 2.5), denoted by Equal or Larger to reflect body size ratios equal to or larger than 1 between the two females (resident SVL/intruder SVL). The second box represents residents that were smaller than the intruder presented to them (median aggression score = 15), denoted by Lower to reflect body size ratios less than 1. The box indicates the upper and lower 25% quartile range, the center lines indicate the median, and bars indicate the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers.
Figure 6: Aggression scores and testosterone concentrations (ng/mL) of females in the staged intrusion study. Circles indicate females in the approach treatment, triangles the empty apparatus treatment, and the squares the treatment with a conspecific intruder. Points have been jittered by a factor of 0.7 in order to make each data point visible in the plot.
Figure 7: A comparison of corticosterone concentrations (ng/mL) across all females in our study, including females from both the general population (Baseline, n = 26) and all three treatments of the staged intrusion study (n = 32). Median concentrations are as follows: baseline = 5.51, approach = 4.44, apparatus 1.58, and conspecific = 2.02. The box indicates the upper and lower 25% quartile range, the center lines indicate the median, and bars indicate the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers.
**Figure 8:** A comparison of testosterone concentrations (ng/mL) across all females in our study, including females from both the general population (Baseline, n = 26) and all three treatments of the staged intrusion study (n = 32). Median concentrations are as follows: baseline = 0.055, approach = 0.33, apparatus 0.053, and conspecific = 0.105. The box indicates the upper and lower 25% quartile range, the center lines indicate the median, and bars indicate the maximum and minimum values excluding outliers.
Figure 9: A comparison of testosterone and corticosterone concentrations of all females in our study, including females from both the general population (Baseline, $n = 26$, denoted by closed circles) and those from all three treatments of the staged intrusion study (Treatment, $n = 32$, denoted by closed triangles).
CHAPTER 5

Testosterone and Parasite Load: An investing ation of the immunocompetence hypothesis in wild Anolis gundlachi lizards

Ellee G. Cook and Manuel Leal

Abstract

Parasites are a ubiquitous threat to organisms, and animals must constantly mount defenses against them and the negative effects they cause in order to survive and reproduce. However, organisms must also balance the energy costs of mounting immune response with the other tasks associated with growth, social behavior, and reproduction. Testosterone, which is a hormone critical in regulating development and behavior, is negatively associated with immune response, and as a result, individuals must strike a balance between maintaining circulating testosterone and an appropriately functioning immune system. Here, we evaluated whether circulating testosterone concentrations were negatively associated with parasite load in free-living Anolis gundlachi lizards to assess the potential for a trade-off between testosterone and immune function. We measured testosterone concentrations and assessed infection by the malarial parasite Plasmodium using microscopy in adult male and female A. gundlachi in Puerto Rico. We observed relatively low levels of infection (10 individuals, 8% of our study population) and found that the likelihood of infection with Plasmodium was not positively associated with testosterone. We also characterized the corticosterone profiles of these individuals, and similarly found no association between corticosterone and the probability of infection with Plasmodium. Thus, we did not find support for the hypothesis that a trade-off exists between testosterone and parasite load in this species.

Introduction
Organisms must constantly cope with trade-offs. Both intrinsic processes such as growth, reproduction, and immune function, and extrinsic processes such as social interactions, predator avoidance, and foraging, are critical, energetically costly, and rely on similar pools of resources (e.g., Festa-Bianchet 1989, Yearsley et al. 2004, Sah et al. 2017). In addition to resource balance, individuals must also modulate the expression of traits that draw upon resources and elicit both positive and negative outcomes for the individual. One physiological trade-off that has received widespread attention across animals is the negative association between the androgen testosterone and immune function (reviewed in Lochmiller and Deerenberg 2000, Wingfield et al. 2001, Segner et al. 2017).

Testosterone modulates a variety of physiological and behavioral processes. For example, seasonal changes in testosterone can drive changes in reproductive organs and social behavior during the breeding season (e.g., Crews et al. 1996, Frisch 2004, Soma 2006). Thus, testosterone plays a critical role in processes that can directly impact individual fitness. In several species, for example, individuals with high testosterone also exhibit high amounts of aggressive behavior in contexts such as mate guarding and territoriality relative to individuals with lower testosterone (reviewed in Book et al. 2001), and as result, can experience increased mating success relative to conspecifics with lower aggression (e.g., Potter 1976, Hohmann and Fruth 2003, Reaney and Backwell 2007). Although such observations demonstrate that having relatively high testosterone may result in substantial benefits, individuals do not maintain high concentrations for long. One hypothesis to explain this widespread phenomenon is that individuals must balance positive and negative effects of testosterone and that a trade-off
exists between testosterone production and immune function (Roberts et al. 2004, Nunn et al. 2008, Tobler et al. 2010).

Many potential costs of testosterone have been explored, especially within birds (e.g., Wingfield et al. 2001, Soma 2006). Although it may have direct physiological costs, many of the negative implications of circulating testosterone are the product of its influence on behavior (Marler and Moore 1988, Saino and Moller 1995, Wingfield et al. 2001). Seasonal changes in testosterone coincide with changes to behaviors such as courtship and territoriality, which are energetically costly. Individuals with elevated testosterone may engage more frequently or effectively in these activities but also incur related costs, such as increased risk of injury, depleting fat stores, and changes to parental care behavior (e.g., Marler and Moore 1989, Haller et al. 1996, Nicieza and Metcalfe 1999). Furthermore, elevated testosterone concentrations have been associated with decreased immune function. Testosterone is hypothesized to influence immunity via two mechanisms—direct immunosuppressive effects of the hormone and indirect impacts on resource allocation because of behavioral and energetic changes induced by testosterone (reviewed in Boonekamp et al. 2008). Some evidence suggests that testosterone itself is immunosuppressive, but there is more support for the latter mechanism, that the negative association is due to a diversion of resources from immune function to behaviors and processes induced by testosterone (reviewed in Roberts et al. 2004). Regardless of the mechanism, interference with immunity is perilous—failure to respond to a pathogen or parasite quickly and effectively results in illness and ultimately death. Mounting an immune response is costly: as immunity is upregulated following an infection, metabolic rates increase, food intake decreases, and fat stores are depleted (e.g., Zuk and Stoehr
2002, Martin et al. 2003, Sandland and Minchella 2003). Thus, if an individual is maintaining a high level of testosterone and performing the associated behaviors, it may suffer costs to immunity, and thus be at greater risk of infection.

One potential consequence of this trade-off is parasite load. Individuals with high testosterone that are engaging in more extensive social interactions may come into contact with more parasites through increased activity rates or may be more susceptible to infection due to injury than less aggressive individuals (e.g., Marler and Moore 1989, Denardo and Sinervo 1994, Oppliger et al. 2004). Once infected, individuals with high testosterone and thus compromised immunity may mount less effective acute responses, cope less effectively with chronic infection, and succumb to infection than individuals with lower testosterone and potentially less compromised immune responses. In light of both phenomena, we might expect to see higher rates of infection and more virulent infections in individuals with elevated testosterone. However, evidence suggests that there can be a wide range of responses. Elevated testosterone has been associated with increased parasite load in the Algerian Psammodromus lizard (Psammordromus algirus, Salvador et al. 1996) and the meerkat (Suricata suricatta, Smyth et al. 2016), but no association between testosterone and parasite load in red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus, Weatherhead et al. 1993), white-plumed honeyeaters (Lichenostornus penicillatus, Buttemer and Astheimer 2000), or sand lizards (Lacerta agilis, Olsson et al. 2000).

Here, we investigated whether individual differences in circulating testosterone concentrations were associated with differences in the likelihood of infection by a parasite in Anolis gundlachi lizards. Lizards including members of the genus Anolis are
the natural hosts of a variety of different \textit{Plasmodium} species (Staats and Schall 1996, Schall \textit{et al}. 2000). \textit{Anolis gundlachi} are susceptible to infection by two species, \textit{P. floridense} and \textit{P. azurophilium}, and infection rates vary across years, with reported values often around 30\% (Schall and Vogt 1993, Perkins 2000, Schall and Pearson 2000). \textit{Plasmodium} is known to be virulent in lizards. Among \textit{Sceloporus occidentalis} lizards, infected individuals mobilize premature red blood cells, which carry less oxygen and such mobilization may have implications for behavior, such as long-term movement (Schall 1983). Infected males also had smaller testes and infected females laid smaller clutches, suggesting that the parasite may reduce reproductive success (Schall 1983). Similar results are also observed in \textit{Agama agama} (1982). In contrast, there is little evidence of direct negative effects of \textit{Plasmodium} infection on host health in \textit{Anolis}. For example, \textit{A. gundlachi} infected with malaria did not exhibit reduced body condition relative to uninfected conspecifics (Schall and Pearson 2000). However, \textit{Plasmodium} has been associated with differences in interspecific competition between \textit{A. wattsi} and \textit{A. gingivinus}, such that \textit{A. wattsi} only occurs in areas in which \textit{A. gingivinus}, the superior competitor of the pair, is infected with \textit{P. azurophilium} (Schall 1992). Thus, \textit{Plasmodium} may elicit effects that cause competitive ability to suffer but have yet to be identified.

We tested the hypothesis the likelihood of \textit{Plasmodium} infection is positively associated with testosterone, such that individuals with high testosterone concentrations would have a higher likelihood of infection than individuals with lower testosterone. Previously (Chapter 4), we characterized the testosterone profiles of the male and female \textit{A. gundlachi} evaluated in this study. We observed that males exhibit significantly higher testosterone concentrations than females, and that there is individual variation in
testosterone in both males and females (Cook et al. In Preparation). In combination with the previous work characterizing Plasmodium infections in A. gundlachi over the last twenty years, the availability of these hormone data makes this an excellent species in which to evaluate the relationship between individual variation in testosterone and risk of infection by Plasmodium. Finally, we also characterized the corticosterone profiles of these individuals to assess whether infection with Plasmodium was associated with circulating concentrations of this glucocorticoid. Like testosterone, elevated corticosterone has also been negatively associated with immune function in several groups, likely through its involvement with stress and mobilizing resources during stressful interactions (e.g., Berger et al. 2005, Martin II et al. 2005, Graham et al. 2012). Thus, we also evaluated the potential for an association between corticosterone and parasite infection in A. gundlachi, although our primary focus remained in investigating the potential association between parasite infection and testosterone.

**Materials and Methods**

Anolis gundlachi is endemic to wet shaded forests in Puerto Rico and is classified within the trunk-ground ecomorph. Thus, individuals are most often found on the lower trunks of trees but will travel to the ground to forage and to interact with other lizards (Rand 1964, Rodriguez-Robles et al. 2005).

This work was conducted in the Luquillo Experimental Forest near El Verde Field Station in Rio Grande, Puerto Rico, where A. gundlachi are abundant. Samples were collected between June and August 2017 during the breeding season of A. gundlachi (Gorman and Licht 1974). We measured parasite load and circulating testosterone concentrations from individuals used as part of two studies, the data from which are the
subject of Cook et al. (In Preparation). First, we sampled adult males and females from the general population of *A. gundlachi* in the area to characterize testosterone profiles of males and females and to demonstrate potential variation between the sexes or across individuals. Second, we sampled adult females as part of a study of territorial behavior in which we used staged agonistic encounters between females to elicit potential aggression by female *A. gundlachi*. The sample sizes from the projects just described are as follows: males from the general population (n = 63), females from the general population (n = 26), and females from the staged intrusion study (n = 32). It should be noted that we did not find an association between aggressive behavior and circulating testosterone in the staged intrusion study, and given the lack of an effect of experimental manipulation on testosterone concentrations, it seemed appropriate to include these samples in our study of potential association between testosterone and parasite load.

We measured testosterone and corticosterone concentrations were measured in plasma. We collected samples from the sub-orbital sinus after catching the individual by hand or noose. To standardize the influence of capture and handling on testosterone concentrations, we only used samples from lizards that we successfully captured and collected blood from within 5 minutes of initiating a capture. We kept samples kept on ice, and at the field station we centrifuged samples to separate plasma. We then froze plasma samples, and ultimately transported them to Oklahoma State University for hormone analyses in November 2017. We measured the weight (g) and snout-vent length (SVL, mm) of each individual we sampled. We then collected blood smears by cutting off the last digit of one toe to produce a drop of blood to smear on the slide. Individuals were returned to the site of capture within 24 hours of collection.
Slides with blood smears were fixed in methanol, and then transported to the University of Missouri, where they were stained with Giemsa (Baker) at a pH between 7.0-7.2 for 50 minutes in December 2018. Parasite counts were obtained by scanning approximately 1000 erythrocytes (mean = 1014 ± 20 erythrocytes) at 1000X magnification and visually identifying parasites in the cells (Figure 1). Data were coded to reflect presence or absence of parasites.

Methods for hormone measurement were modeled after Husak and Lovern (2014). We measured plasma concentrations of testosterone using radioimmunoassay (RIA) following extraction and separation by column chromatography (Wingfield and Farner 1975). All samples were run singly. We recorded the volume of plasma for each sample to the nearest microliter (7.79 ± 4.83 µl), and then combined plasma with 0.5 ml of ddH2O. Samples were equilibrated overnight at 4° C with -1000 cpm of 3H testosterone (NET-370, 70 Ci/mmol) or 3H corticosterone (NET-399, 71 Ci/mmol) from PerkingElmer Life Sciences, Inc. (Boston, MA) for recovery determinations. We extracted each sample twice with 2 ml diethyl ether dried under nitrogen gas in a 37° C water bath. Samples were then reconstituted in 0.5 ml of 10% ethyl acetate in isooctane for use in chromatography. We made columns consisting of a diatomaceous earth:ethylene glycol:propylene upper phase (4:1:1 m:v:v) and a diatomaceous earth:ddH2O lower phase. We used “Celpure” diatomaceous earth from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). After placing samples on columns, neutral lipids were removed with 1.5 ml isooctanem dihydrotestosterone was removed with 2 ml 10% ethyl acetate in isooctane, and both were discarded. Testosterone was removed with 2 ml 20% ethyl acetate in isooctane and collected into individual test tubes. Samples were dried under
nitrogen gas in a 37° C water bath, resuspended in phosphate buffer, and refrigerated overnight at 4° C. We performed competitive binding RIAs using titrated steroid tracer (see above), antisera from Wein Laboratories for testosterone (T-3003; Succasunna, NJ), and steroid standards from Sigma-Aldrich. Standard curves ranged from 1.95 to 500 pg. Samples were run singly, and adjusted for individual recovery and initial sample volume. Average testosterone recovery was 73%, and corticosterone was 50%. Average intra-assay coefficients of variation (CV) based on 4 aliquots from a standard pool for testosterone were 10.1%, and 9.5% for corticosterone.

We performed logistic regressions to determine if plasma concentration of testosterone or corticosterone were significant predictor of the probability of hosting a parasite. All statistics were calculated using R (R Software version 3.5.2) in R Studio (RStudio, Inc. version 1.1.463). Plots were made using the package ggplot2 (Wickham 2016).

**Results**

We measured concentrations of both hormones and inspected blood smears for 121 A. gundlachi, including 58 females and 63 males. As in other studies of A. gundlachi, males in our study were generally larger than females (male: mean mass = 6.27 ± 1.33 g, mean SVL = 63.51 ± 4.35 mm; female: mean mass = 2.28 ± 0.302 g, mean SVL = 45.5 – 1.73 mm, both p < 0.0001). We observed much lower infection rates in our sample than we predicted based on previous work with A. gundlachi in the same geographic area (Schall and Vogt 1993, Schall and Pearson 2000). Parasites were observed in the erythrocytes of 10 individuals in this sample (8%), and the number of parasites observed across the 1000 erythrocytes inspected for each individual varied slightly (mean = 1.8 ±
1.1 parasites). We observed parasites in four females and six males. Males had higher testosterone concentration than females (male: mean = 7.63 \pm 6.76 \text{ ng/mL}; female: mean = 1.04 \pm 3.06 \text{ ng/mL}; p < 0.0001). Testosterone also varied among members of the same sex (male range = 0.0241 – 29.1 \text{ ng/mL}; female range = 0.0154 – 21.4 \text{ ng/mL}). We observed a non-significant trend for females to have higher corticosterone than males (female mean = 4.38 \pm 5.36 \text{ ng/mL}; male mean = 3.06 \pm 2.85; p = 0.08). Like testosterone, corticosterone also varied among members of the same sex (female range = 0.0668 – 30.44 \text{ ng/mL}; male range = 0.0313 – 14.5 \text{ ng/mL}). Neither hormone was a significant predictor of the probability of hosting a parasite in either males or females (all p > 0.1, Figures 2 and 3).

**Discussion**

The challenge hypothesis posits that organisms must simultaneously cope with both the positive and negative effects of the hormone testosterone, a balance that results in a trade-off between maintaining high concentrations of the hormone that mediate sexually selected traits and behaviors and immune function (e.g., Kilpimaa et al. 2004, Boonekamp et al. 2008). Whether testosterone itself is immunosuppressive or immunity is compromised due to the effects of testosterone on behavior, high testosterone has been associated with decreased immunity (reviewed in Roberts et al. 2004). Thus, individuals with high circulating testosterone are hypothesized to be more susceptible to pathogens or parasites than individuals with lower concentrations. We tested this hypothesis with *Anolis gundlachi* lizards and evaluated whether the likelihood of being infected with malaria parasites (*Plasmodium sp.*) was correlated with testosterone concentrations.
We observed malaria infections in 8% of our population (10 individuals of 121). This infection rate was lower than what we expected based on previous work (Schall and Vogt 1993, Perkins 2000, Schall and Pearson 2000) but aligns with results collected by other researchers in the same area and year (D. Clark, personal communication). Testosterone varied among *A. gundlachi*, and males generally exhibit higher testosterone concentrations than females. However, the likelihood of infection with *Plasmodium* was not significantly associated with testosterone concentration (Figure 2).

Although the potential trade-off between maintaining testosterone and immunity has been explored in several different animal groups in the last few decades, the results are mixed. Some studies find a negative association between the two, observations that led to the development of the challenge hypothesis and related work (e.g., Wingfield *et al.* 1990, Muller and Wrangham 2003, Desjardins *et al.* 2005). However, other studies find limited or no correlations between the two (reviewed in Oliveira 2005, Muehlenbein and Bribiescas 2005). This pattern is true of literature investigating testosterone and immunity in lizards, with some observations that elevated testosterone is associated with increased parasite load or compromised immune function (e.g., Olsson *et al.* 2000, Cox *et al.* 2007, Schroderus *et al.* 2010). Other studies have found that testosterone and immunity are not associated in lizards (e.g., Huyghe *et al.* 2009), and still others observe that testosterone is negatively associated with immune response but not directly associated with parasite load (Oppliger *et al.* 2004). The diversity of results observed in lizards and other animal groups demonstrates that the interactions between testosterone and immune function are complex, and that it is not uncommon for the two to be uncoupled as we observed in our study. We also found no association between parasite
infection and corticosterone (Figure 3), another hormone frequently associated with immune function (e.g., Martin II et al. 2005, Graham et al. 2012). Together, these results suggest that neither hormone is associated with the likelihood of being infected with *Plasmodium* in *A. gundlachi*.

One possible hypothesis to explain our finding that testosterone did not predict probability of hosting *Plasmodium* is that *A. gundlachi* have sustained *Plasmodium* infections for so long that the virulence of infection has decreased over time (Otero et al. 2019). If the parasite exerts minimal negative effects on the host, *A. gundlachi* may not need to mount a substantial immune response to combat infection (Ewald 1995), which in turn may negate the potential trade-off between maintaining testosterone concentrations and immune response. Thus far, evidence suggests that *Plasmodium* does not substantially impact *A. gundlachi*. Several studies of *Plasmodium* dynamics in *A. gundlachi* revealed no effect of parasitism by *Plasmodium* on body condition (Schall and Pearson 2000, Schall et al. 2000, Otero et al. 2019), a metric frequently used as an indicator of host health (e.g., Jakob et al. 1996, Irvine et al. 2006).

Several avenues for future research on *Plasmodium* parasitism in *Anolis* lizards exist. First, it is possible that other aspects of host physiology, morphology, or behavior may be negatively associated with *Plasmodium* infection. Future work investigating additional axes of host health and fitness may reveal a negative impact of *Plasmodium* infection, and is worth pursuing in order to more completely understand the dynamics and effects of *Plasmodium* infection in *A. gundlachi*. Second, several different species of *Anolis* lizards are known to be parasitized by *Plasmodium* (e.g., Telford Jr. 1974, Staats and Schall 1996). A large portion of work investigating *Plasmodium* and its potential
impacts on host health and fitness in anoles has focused on a few species, including A. gundlachi and A. sagrei, in particular (e.g., Schall and Pearson. 2000, Perkins et al. 2007, Bonneaud et al. 2017). Further studies of additional Anolis species will help us to understand whether the patterns observed in A. gundlachi are also informative in other species. To our knowledge, this is the first published study of a potential association between testosterone and Plasmodium in an Anolis lizard, and it will be interesting to determine whether there is also no association in other species. To this end, it will also be important to investigate this association during times in which parasite prevalence is higher, given that our infection rates are substantially lower than those observed in previous work. Third, investigations with species invading new habitats may provide interesting opportunities to evaluate the hypothesis that virulence of Plasmodium has decreased over time during the long-term association between Plasmodium and Anolis hosts (e.g., Meshaka Jr. 1993, Kolbe et al. 2008). The community of Anolis species both native and exotic to Florida that has appeared over the last few decades, for example, may be experiencing new infections or infection by novel species of Plasmodium parasites, and may thus be interesting cases in which to investigate the virulence hypothesis.
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**Figure 1:** *Anolis gundlachi* erythrocytes stained with Giemsa and viewed at 1000 X magnification. The white arrows point to two uninfected erythrocytes, and the black arrow points to an erythrocyte infected with a *Plasmodium* parasite.
Figure 2: Logistic regression was used to estimate whether testosterone concentration was a significant predictor of the likelihood of hosting *Plasmodium* parasites. We identified *Plasmodium* infections in ten *A. gundlachi* in our sample: 4 females (2A) and 6 males (2B). (Figure appears on following page)
Panel A: Females

Panel B: Males
Figure 3: Logistic regression was used to estimate whether corticosterone concentration was a significant predictor of the likelihood of hosting *Plasmodium* parasites. We identified *Plasmodium* infections in ten *A. gundlachi* in our sample: 4 females (2A) and 6 males (2B). *(Figure appears on following page)*
CHAPTER 6

Conclusions, Summary of Results, and Future Directions

Conclusions

Taken together, our findings demonstrate that female *Anolis gundlachi* exhibit territoriality. We find that females occupy exclusive space and that they use a repertoire of displays and other aggressive behaviors similar to males in order to deter conspecifics from accessing those areas. Thus, female *A. gundlachi* are exhibiting the pattern of territorial behavior previously described for males of most *Anolis* species and females of several other species, demonstrating that territorial behavior may be prevalent across the genus in both sexes. However, our results also suggest that the mechanistic control of female territoriality, and in particular variation in territorial behavior among females, may be different than what is observed in males. Specifically, neither body condition nor circulating androgen concentrations were associated with variation in territory size or aggression, while both have been implicated in regulating male behavior.

Historically, it has been presumed that male *Anolis* lizards establish territories around females and that males gain exclusive access to those females by doing so. As a result, relatively little work has considered the socio-spatial dynamics among females within those male territories beyond their interactions with males and reproduction. Our finding that females maintain spatial dynamics of their own through the use of aggressive behavior contradicts the long-standing presumption that females are relatively passive players within the context of male space use. Furthermore, if females establish territories earlier than males and then males establish territories around them, females may actually directly influence male space use in this capacity. These observations contribute to a
growing body of animal behavior research investigating the evolution, function, and regulation of aggressive behaviors like territoriality in females, which posits that female aggression serves important functions in females and is not simply a byproduct of the evolution of aggression in males. Finally, they provide further impetus for directly testing hypotheses to explain variation in aggressive behavior in both males and females, rather than presuming that findings in one sex will predict patterns in the other sex.

Summary of Results and Future Directions

CHAPTER 2: Territoriality: a survey of the progression from observation to manipulation to understand the evolution, function, and regulation of territorial behavior

- Territoriality has been widely studied across animal groups and has important implications for individual fitness.
- Despite extensive study, direct studies of female territoriality remain limited in many taxa, compromising our ability to evaluate if hypotheses proposed for males also explain territorial behaviors observed in females.
- *Anolis* have a rich history of territorial research and represent an excellent group in which to pursue future studies of female territoriality that will help to inform our understanding of the function, evolution, and regulation of territoriality in lizards and more generally across animals.

CHAPTER 3: Similar behavior, shared mechanism? Evaluating the influence of body condition on territorial behavior in female *Anolis gundlachi* lizards

- Female *Anolis gundlachi* exhibit patterns of space use and aggression that are consistent with the territoriality described for male *A. gundlachi* and other male and female *Anolis* species.
• Territory size varied among females, but this variation was not explained by differences in female body condition. This observation contradicts findings in males of other Anolis species, in which metrics of male body size have been positively associated with territory size.

• The results from this study demonstrate that female A. gundlachi exhibit territorial behavior but that different traits mediate variation in territory size in males and females of this species.

• Future work should evaluate the attributes of territories that determine territory quality for female A. gundlachi. Researchers of space use have often assumed that large territories provide more resources and are therefore the most desirable. However, more detailed study of how and why females establish territories may demonstrate that this is not the case for female A. gundlachi and open lines of inquiry to identify both the territory attributes that females seek, and the traits that make particular females better able to secure those territories.

CHAPTER 4: Evaluating the potential for testosterone to mediate aggressive behavior in wild female Anolis gundlachi lizards

• On average, male A. gundlachi exhibit significantly higher concentrations of testosterone than females, but concentrations are variable among individuals in both sexes. Female A. gundlachi exhibit both higher average concentrations of corticosterone and a larger range of variation in corticosterone concentrations than males do.
Female *A. gundlachi* behave aggressively toward a conspecific that is placed in close proximity to their territory, but aggression varies substantially among females.

Variation in aggressive behavior was not associated with either corticosterone or testosterone concentrations. Unlike what has been shown in male *Anolis*, neither of these hormones appears to explain differences in aggressive behavior in females *A. gundlachi*.

Future studies that incorporate direct manipulations of hormone concentrations in females may reveal the thresholds at which concentrations of testosterone or corticosterone influence behavior. In combination with the field data we have collected, researchers will be able to assess whether the concentrations achieved in response to those manipulations represent biologically relevant changes and further clarify the potential for shifts in these hormones to impact behavior in nature.

**CHAPTER 5: Testosterone and Parasite Load: An investigation of the immunocompetence hypothesis in wild *Anolis gundlachi* lizards**

- Eight percent of *Anolis gundlachi* sampled in this study were parasitized by a malarial parasite (*Plasmodium* sp.), which is a lower rate of infection than has been previously reported for the area where we worked.

- The likelihood of being infected with *Plasmodium* was not positively associated with either testosterone or corticosterone concentrations in males or females.

- We find no evidence to support the immunocompetence hypothesis in this species, which posits that increased concentrations of testosterone and
corticosterone negatively influence immune function and are therefore associated with increased parasite load.

- Future studies at times when parasite prevalence aligns more closely with previous work will be needed to establish whether our findings are generalizable in this population. In addition, work with Anolis populations that have become parasitized by Plasmodium more recently than A. gundlachi may reveal that we observed no association due to a long coevolution of this host-parasite system, and lead to new inquiries as to resistance to the negative effects of Plasmodium infection may have evolved.
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